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21st Annual Report
Psychological Society of South Africa (PsySSA)
2015

Strength in unity

United in diversity

Reporting Period
This report, which includes synopses of reports by the various structures of the Society,
highlights the key activities and achievements of, as well as challenges and issues
addressed by the Society during the reporting period relevant to the 21st Annual
General Meeting of the Psychological Society of South Africa (that is, September 2014
to 16 September 2015).
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Foreword
F o re w o rd
The Psychological Society of South Africa (PsySSA) is in good shape.
In fact, I dare say PsySSA is in a better shape than ever. As this
21st Annual Report reflects, there is clear evidence of accelerated
growth at all levels of the Society, including membership. This, of
course, may also imply that we have a greater contribution to make
in ‘leading South Africa’ towards a better dispensation...
The Society has committed and visionary leadership that has since
2014 been tasked with furthering the implementation of the ambitious,
but necessary, 2014-2018 PsySSA Strategic Plan. Already much of
the envisaged change is evident from this report. This, among others,
includes heightened profile and visibility. In accordance, PsySSA
processes and procedures also increasingly demonstrate enhanced
professionalism. Going forward, it has to be ‘business unusual’.

Prof Juan A Nel
PsySSA President

“As this 21st Annual
Report reflects, there
is clear evidence of
accelerated growth
at all levels of the
Society, including
membership.”

Membership is the Society’s raison d’être. Further ways in which
members can play an active role in shaping not only the discipline,
but also contributing to South African society have thus been sought.
As a voluntary professional Society, PsySSA not only welcomes
initiative, but thrives on initiative and is driven by passion. PsySSA
is, indeed, ‘us’ - ‘we’ are PsySSA. In working towards a Society
that is much more relevant and responsive, we require both strong
leaders and active members at Divisional and Branch level. All of
us who believe in PsySSA’s aims and objectives have a part to play.
In accordance, a key message to PsySSA members this year has
been: ‘Make a difference as a PsySSA member in 2015!’ A sincere
thank you to everyone who has already responded positively to this
call...
Another key message, not only for the 21st Congress, but for
2015, has been that PsySSA is invested in ‘Strength in unity’.
Instead of being bogged down by differences and the divisiveness
these so often create, the Society needs to seek out and invest
in commonalities. Most important are the building of bridges and
breaking down of barriers, for instance, between registration
categories and between psychology professionals employed in
academic, research and practitioner contexts. Accordingly, the
PsySSA Executive has started to create additional platforms where
its Divisions can engage each other in dialogue. Also, reaching out to
other psychological organisations, formations in our sub-disciplines
or fields of application, as well as in the mental health fraternity, more
broadly, received some attention. Among others, this is evident in the
invitation to Society for Industrial & Organisational Psychology South
Africa (SIOPSA) and South African Clinical Neuropsychological
Association (SACNA) to participate in Congress this year. There is,
indeed, strength in unity.
In accordance with the motto on the South African national coat of
arms, let’s unite in our diversity…
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G enera l o v er v ie w o f t h e S o c iet y

“The Psychological
Society of South
Africa (PsySSA) is
the professional
body representing
psychology
professionals in
South Africa.”

The Psychological Society of South Africa (PsySSA) is the professional
body representing psychology professionals in South Africa. PsySSA
advances South African psychology as a science and profession
of global stature and promotes psychological praxis as relevant,
proactive and responsive to societal needs and well-being.

Historical background
PsySSA was formed in January 1994, uniting the various bodies that
existed until then. PsySSA was structured as a transformed entity to
deal with the fast-changing dispensation and speaks authoritatively
on behalf of the discipline on matters concerning the mental health
and psychosocial well-being of all South Africans. PsySSA has since
its inception been dedicated to making a significant contribution to
solving the pressing human development problems in South Africa.
PsySSA has dedicated its work to the reconstruction and development
of post-apartheid South African society. The Society is also involved
in ongoing negotiations with government, other legislative bodies,
and the private and civil society sectors to contribute to issues
affecting South Africa’s rapidly changing environment.

PsySSA’s objectives
As the representative body of psychology professionals in the
country, PsySSA operates as a trade union for the discipline. The
Society lobbies for members and advocates for psychology as a vital
science and an essential and relevant field of practice.
PsySSA negotiates with relevant bodies to increase tariffs and the
representation of psychology professionals. The Society regularly
liaises with local, national, regional and international structures to
facilitate professional development and the exchange of ideas
that underpin the discipline. PsySSA is nationally accredited to
provide training and continuing education courses according to
the changing needs of psychology professionals, and as mandated
by the HPCSA. Furthermore, PsySSA is a recognised accreditor of
psychology-related training.
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PsySSA structures

“PsySSA is governed
by a Council
and Executive
Committee that
are democratically
elected. The Society
is comprised
of Divisions,
Interest Groups,
Branches, Standing
Committees and
Affiliates.”

PsySSA is governed by a Council and Executive Committee that
are democratically elected. The Society is comprised of Divisions,
Interest Groups, Branches, Standing Committees and Affiliates.
These include:

Affiliates:

•
•
•

South African Clinical Neuropsychological Association
Southern African Association for Counselling & Development in
Higher Education
UNISA Centre for Applied Psychology

Branches:

•
•
•

KwaZulu-Natal
Limpopo
Western Cape

Standing Committees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awards
Congress
Continuing Education
Ethics
Tariffs
Equity & Transformation
International Relations

•
•
•
•
•

Nominations
Private Practice Issues
Psychological Testing &
Assessment
Publications
Science of Psychology

Interest Groups:

•
•

Psychology of Boys, Men and Masculinity
South African Society of Sport and Exercise Psychology
(SASSEP)

Divisions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Business World of Work Forum
(BWWF)
Community & Social
Psychology Division
Division for Educational
Psychology
Division for Neuropsychology/
Forensic Psychology
Registered Counsellors &
Psychometrists Division (RCP)
Division of Research &
Methodology (DRM)
Forum of African Psychology
(FAP)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Psychology in Public Service
(PiPS)
Sexuality & Gender Division
(SGD)
South African Society of
Clinical Hypnosis (SASCH)
Student Division
South African Association
for Counselling Psychology
(SACCP)
South African Society for
Clinical Pscychology (SASCP)
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Membership

“Our different grades
of membership
cater for those who
have accredited
qualifications
or are pursuing
an accredited
psychology-training
route...”

Membership of the Society is an integral part of being a psychology
professional. Our different grades of membership cater for those
who have accredited qualifications or are pursuing an accredited
psychology-training route as well as those who have an interest in
psychology but have no applicable qualifications.

Membership benefits:
Professional Indemnity for Members:
It is important to note that in terms of Regulations relating to
Indemnity Cover for psychologists published by the Minister of
Health on 22 October 2004 (Regulation No.1211), indemnity cover
is mandatory for practising psychologists registered in the category
of independent (private) practice. The Society engaged with
FNB Insurance Brokers to provide members with an inexpensive
professional indemnity insurance cover designed exclusively to
meet the needs of psychologists. This cover, underwritten by Hollard
Insurance Company Limited, indemnifies members against legal
liability (such as negligence, malpractice, defamation, etc.) claims
up to R2.5m against them (or their staff) at a premium of R1030 per
member for the period up to 31 December 2015. PsySSA currently
has 360 members registered for professional indemnity. Practice
cover for psychologists is also offered.
There are many other benefits associated with PsySSA membership.
For instance, see the, new look, and free listing PsySSA Directory of
Psychology Professionals for all on renewing their 2015 membership.
Other benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Free access to PsyTalk, the Society’s Newsletter
Free access to the South African Journal of Psychology, the
major scientific psychology journal in Africa
Free online access to a number of Psychology journals published
by SAGE
Reduced fees for workshops and PsySSA activities, all of which
are CPD-accredited
Reduced fees for the Annual National Psychology Congress, the
flagship for psychology as a science and profession in South
Africa, now in its 21st year
Free Ethics Committee advice and resolution of issues
Free PsySSA domain e-mail addresses and electronic alerts of
issues affecting psychology
The most cost-effective Professional Indemnity Insurance
available in the market, designed exclusively for psychology
professionals as outlined above
Free listing and regular referrals through the earlier mentioned
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•
•
•

PsySSA Directory of Psychology Professionals in Private Practice
and through the PsySSA Office
Networking activities throughout the country and abroad
Negotiating for better work conditions and fees for psychology
professionals
American Psychological Association (APA) member rates for
APA convention registration, APA databases, and APA books
and journals

Contact Details for PsySSA:
The Society offices are situated at:
Killarney Mall
Suite 110
First Floor
Killarney Office Towers
60 Riviera Road
Killarney
Johannesburg
Telephone number		
:
Facsimile numbers are
:
Current e-mail address
:
Website			:

(011) 486-3322
(011) 486-3266/77
info@psyssa.com
www.psyssa.com

...section 2 to follow: Reports from Council and the Executive
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Section 2
R ep o rt o f C o u n c i l and its E xe c u ti v e C o mmittee
Section 2 Content:

Council:

Council
Presidency
Executive
PsySSA Office
Membership
Strategic Plan
Financial Report

The PsySSA Council is the highest decision-making body of the
Society in between Annual General Meetings of its Membership,
traditionally held every year at Congress. Members of Council are:
i) The Executive;
ii) representatives of the Divisions;
iii) representatives of the Branches; and
iv) representatives of Standing Committees (see the PsySSA
Constitution, available on the website: www.psyssa.com).
Council met face-to-face on 14 March 2015 and is scheduled to again
meet on 15 September 2015 at Congress. A summary of pertinent
issues and decisions taken will be reported on at the Annual General
Meeting.

Annual General Meeting

Council

Executive
Past
President
Forum

Presidency

PsySSA Organogram

The Presidency:
Operationalisation of the ambitious, but necessary, PsySSA 20142018 Strategic Plan brought about an accelerated growth of the
Society. Therefore, more regular meetings between the President,
President-Elect and Past President have become necessary since
2014.
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Known as the ‘Presidency’, this forum met nine times since the
Congress in September 2014. Face-to-face meetings were held on
29 October 2014; 27 February 2015; 8 May 2015; and 13 August
2015. Meetings per teleconference were held on 15 October 2014;
4 December 2014; 15 January 2015; 16 April 2015; and 25 June
2015. The time commitment the ‘new’ PsySSA thus requires from its
leadership ought to be self-evident.
In addition, between 26 February and 22 April, as part of the
Presidential Roadshow of 2015, the PsySSA Presidency visited
twelve tertiary institutions in six provinces of South Africa that offer
Psychology, as subject, and one psychology practitioner group.
The Presidential Roadshow was initiated to share information on
the developments within the discipline, engage the students and
academics on the future of organised psychology in South Africa,
and also to emphasise the importance of participating in the Annual
South African Psychology Congress. By all accounts, these visits
were well received.

“I’m grateful to be the
newest affiliate
to this vibrant
and sustainable
society
committed to
the service of
psychology
practitioners,
academics,
students and
community in its
entirety.”
Regards

Thembelihle Lobi
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The Executive:
Executive (Commencement of term indicated
in brackets)

Executive Committee Members

President

Prof Juan Nel

President-Elect (2014)

Prof Anthony Pillay

Past President

Prof David Maree

Treasurer (2013)

Dr Ian Opperman

Additional Member (2014)

Prof Sumaya Laher

Additional Member (2013)

Prof Floretta Boonzaier

Additional Member (2013)

Mr Rafiq Lockhat

Additional Member (2013)

Dr Ewald Crause

Additional Member (2012)

Mr Brian Fafudi

From left to right: Prof Sumaya Laher, Prof Anthony Pillay, Prof Juan Nel, Prof
David Maree, Mr Brian Fafudi, Prof Floretta Boonzaaier, Dr Ewald Crause, Mr
Rafig Lockhat, Dr Ian Opperman

The Executive, led by the Presidency, is tasked with managing the
day-to-day affairs of the Society and takes such decisions as are
necessary to attain the Society’s objectives in accordance with the
Constitution. Five meetings were held, two of which were face-to-face
(22 November 2014 and 13 March 2015), and three per teleconference
(26 January 2015; 25 May 2015; and 28 July 2015). Needless to say,
the vast majority of contributions of Executive members were made
in between meetings and via electronic communications.
Individually and collectively, the Executive has embraced the
opportunity brought about by the operationalisation of the PsySSA
2014-2018 Strategic Plan to shape a Society, reimagined. Having
each been assigned specific portfolios for which they are accountable
to the AGM, the immense commitment and, indeed, expertise they
have brought to the table, are much appreciated. In accordance,
the Executive will provide feedback in respect of their portfolios
during the PsySSA AGM at Congress, scheduled for the morning of
16 September. Of course, the newly elected Executive who will be
tasked with taking this work forward will also be announced during
the AGM.

The PsySSA Office:
The substantial growth and enhanced profile of the Society over
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“Over and above
the execution of the
day-to-day management of the Society’s
core business, the
office handles over a
thousand telephone
calls weekly...”

the years have necessitated that our administrative management
structure be headed by an Executive Director. Over the past 16
years Ms Fatima Seedat has rendered service and commitment far
beyond the call of duty, while serving in the position of PsySSA Office
Manager. Accordingly, the Executive appointed her to the position of
Executive Director with effect from 1 June 2015. Congratulations are
in order…

From left to right: Ms Patience Chikune, Ms Naziha Abbas, Ms Harsha
Chunilal, Ms Fatima Seedat

The PsySSA Office staff currently comprises of: Ms Fatima Seedat
(Executive Director); Ms Naziha Abbas (Administrator); Ms Patience
Chikune (Receptionist); and Ms Harsha Chunilal (Industrial/
organisational Psychology Intern). In accordance with the Society’s
accelerated growth and required expansion, an Office Manager, IT
Intern, as well as a Research Assistant are in the process of being
appointed.

PsySSA Office Organogram
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Over and above the execution of the day-to-day management of the
Society’s core business, the office handles over a thousand telephone
calls weekly and receives and sends scores of e-mails and facsimile
transmissions daily, as well as handling large amounts of post. In
addition, Society officials regularly provide opinions sought by the
media and other institutions, besides dealing with issues raised by
members of the public.
The goal of purchasing permanent offices for the Society remains, but
sooner, rather than later, a related announcement can be expected.

Membership:
One of the strengths of the Society is its membership that extends
across all established registration categories in Psychology, similarly
including, academics, practitioners and students, among others.
The significant growth in recent years in membership across all
these diverse categories reveals renewed interest in the largest
Psychology Society in Africa.
2015			2014

Total new members

530

493

Total renewals

964

970

Category breakdown
Full members

12

Membership (2015)
1262

Membership (2014)
915

Affiliate members

4

3

Associate members

6

8

2nd year interns

5

9

1st year interns

10

8

Foreign members

0

4

Honorary members

48

48

Registered Counsellors &
Psychometrists

91

133

Student members (paid)

68

283

Free student membership:

1009

106

University of South Africa

53

5

University of Pretoria

124

55

University of Free State

129

University of Zululand

55

University of KZN Pietermaritzburg
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University of KZN Howard
Campus

137

University of Fort Hare East London

21

University of Fort Hare Alice

26

Rhodes University

9

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

32

University of Cape Town

21

University of Witwatersrand

385

9

Uinversity of Johannesburg

35

North West University

2

Total

2503

DIVISION BREAKDOWN

1511

2015

2014

Business Psychology and World of Work
Forum (BWWF)

45

36

Community & Social Psychology Division
(CaSP)

43

52

Division for Educational Psychology

139

142

Division of Neuropsychology and Forensic Psychology

86

73

Division of Registered Counsellors and
Psychometrists (RCP)

92

132

Division for Research and Methodology
(DRM)

53

64

Forum of African Psychology (FAP)

50

65

Psychology in Public Service (PiPS)

33

28

Sexuality and Gender Division (SGD)

45

45

South African Society of Clinical Hypnosis
(SASCH)

56

52

(In alphabetic order)

Student Division

13

177

The South African Association for Counselling Psychology (SAACP)

108

137

The South African Society for Clinical
Psychology (SASCP)

270

230
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Strategic Plan

Operationalisation of the PsySSA 2014
– 2018 Strategic Plan:
PsySSA is currently in the second of five years of operationalising its
Strategic Plan (2014-2018). The Strategic Plan, adopted at the 20th
Annual General Meeting on 17 September 2014, suggests a vision
for Psychology that requires the discipline and Society to be much
more relevant and responsive to concerns and priorities of South
Africa, Africa and the world. As such, the Strategic Plan serves as a
guide to prioritise and contextualise the work of the Society, informed
by the needs of psychology professionals and developments within
Psychology, the healthcare sector and South African society.
In accordance, PsySSA, going forward, is to be driven by six strategic
areas of focus:
1. Membership (To promote the common interests of members of
the Society who are practitioners of or who are involved in the
field of Psychology)
2. Growth and Sustainability (To be professional and responsive
to democratically identified needs and priorities thus serving as
primary resource for all Psychology professionals)
3. Effectiveness and Efficiency (To increase administrative capacity
and professionalisation of the Society; new premises; and an
enhanced public profile for PsySSA)
4. Good Governance (To strengthen all structures, systems and
accountability)
5. Stakeholder Engagement and Relationship Management (To
grow the visibility and influence of Psychology and PsySSA
in contributing to human rights, health and well-being, and
to champion the recognition, relevance and applications of
Psychology to a wider audience)
6. Global Footprint (To be a continental leader and global partner in
promoting and advancing the discipline in addressing individual,
societal and global challenges)
In addition to the above, at the PsySSA Council meeting of 14 March
2015, the following strategic priorities for 2015 we agreed on:
•
•
•
•
•
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Improved stakeholder engagement
A greater practitioner focus to our work
Media engagement (that is, heightened profile and visibility)
Good governance, and
Improved communication.
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In the following section, brief feedback follows in respect of progress
made by the respective sub-committee of the PsySSA Executive with
each of the Key Strategic Drivers:

Membership – Prof Juan Nel

Strategic Driver 1

The five strategic objectives and sub-committees related to
Membership are:
1.1.
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Represent, advocate for and defend our members (Prof Nel;
Prof Pillay; Prof Maree)
Improve PsySSA’s profile and visibility (Prof Nel; Prof Boonzaier)
Increase membership benefits/services (Prof Laher; Dr Opperman; Mr Lockhat; Mr Fafudi; Dr Crause)
Improve communication with members (Dr Crause; Prof Laher)
Increase members’ participation in PsySSA structures and
activities (Prof Nel - Divisions; Prof Pillay - Branches and
Standing Committees; Dr Crause; Mr Fafudi; Mr Lockhat)

This Key Strategic Driver prioritises the promotion of the common
interests of members of the Society who are practitioners of or who
are involved in the field of Psychology. As can be seen from this
report, three of the earlier listed priorities feature under this Key
Strategic Driver. They are i) A greater practitioner focus to our work;
ii) media engagement; and iii) improved communication.
While not one of the listed priorities for 2014/2015, ongoing (reactive)
responses to requests from stakeholders to represent, advocate for
and defend our members have continued (i.e. HPCSA nominations/
investigation into malpractice; Ministerial Advisory Committee on
mental health; the Department of Justice on the minimum age of
criminal capacity; and ongoing tariff negotiations). In addition, a
Terms of Reference for members representing PsySSA on external
structures has been finalised. Also, the soon-to-be appointed inhouse researcher (intern) will, among others, be responsible to
identify relevant legislation, regulations and policies that require
proactive responses from the Society.
As one of the listed priorities for 2014/2015, considerable efforts
have gone into ensuring PsySSA is more visible to its (potential)
members and the greater public in terms of the role that PsySSA
and Psychology can play relating to the issues in the current social
context. The focus has been on two areas: i) Creating a social media
presence (Face Book and Twitter as methods for communication with
members but also creating visibility); and ii) (Reactive and proactive)
engagement with mainstream media (i.e. see The Thought Leader
Blog at http://www.thoughtleader.co.za/PsySSA that was launched
with the Mail and Guardian; Congress media engagement, leading
to congress, at congress and after congress; and the compilation of
a Media Directory of Experts willing to engage with the media around
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their particular areas of interest).
There are, of course, many current benefits available to members
(See the list elsewhere in the report). As of 2015, APA members’ rates
for APA convention registration, APA databases, and APA books and
journals are now on offer to all members, as is a widely accessible
free listing in the PsySSA Directory of Psychology professionals
in private practice. With the intention to more fully provide for the
needs of private practitioners, in particular, Congress now offers a
dedicated practitioner stream at Congress and PsyTalk includes
more articles with a related focus. Increased student benefits, include
a reduced Congress fees, student workshops, and the free student
membership offered at the Presidential Roadshow. The PsyTalk is
now in a HTML format and substantial changes to ensure a more
user-friendly PsySSA website are similarly underway.
As improved communication with members is one of the listed
priorities for the year, three social media/online platforms have
now been added to the list of PySSA information platforms, that is,
LinkedIn; YouTube Channel; and Face Book. Soon to follow is Twitter.
Increasing members’ participation in PsySSA structures and
activities is another of the listed priorities. Accordingly, PsySSA has
been emphasising the message that ‘we are PsySSA’ and has also
encouraged active membership on all levels of the Society, including
the Divisions, Branches and the Standing Committees. A PsySSA
communication and design offering is now available to all Divisions;
regular Divisional Communiqués have been disseminated to keep
Divisional Executive Committee members to account; and towards
the strengthening of structures, opportunities for Divisional Executive
Committees to personally engage with the President or PresidentElect have been offered.

Strategic Driver 2

Growth and Sustainability – Prof Anthony Pillay
Included under this Key Strategic Driver are the following strategic
objectives:
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

Grow membership (Note, a listed priority for 2014/2015) - Prof
Nel; Prof Pillay; Prof Maree
Grow Revenue– Dr Opperman; Prof Nel
Grow publications– Prof Pillay; Prof Laher; Prof Boonzaier
Grow influence and promote the discipline–Prof Laher; Prof
Pillay
Transformation of the discipline of Psychology- Prof Maree;
Prof Nel; Mr Fafudi; Prof Laher; Prof Boonzaier
To grow membership, a range of marketing strategies have been
implemented, including the dissemination of PsySSA information/
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news to all Psychology professionals and the Presidential Roadshow
that visited 12 tertiary institutions in six provinces in 2015 (Note, all
outstanding institutions will be visited in 2016 and annually, thereafter,
if viable). Accordingly, there is evidence of accelerated growth, with
more than 2 503 members, i.e. a 60 % growth from 2014. For the first
time 66% of the Divisions reached the bench mark of a minimum of
50 divisional members.
To grow revenue, workshops have been held. The national Congress
attendance has increased with plans underway to market Congress
in future to a wider target group of health professionals to add to
the Congress income. More workshops are planned for private
practitioners and newer therapeutic modalities. Steps have been
taken to buy a property to house the Society’s offices and host
workshops.
Meetings were held with SAGE about increasing the database
coverage for the SAJP. The new and improved format and
presentation of PsyTalk is getting more attention from Psychology
professionals. PsySSA’s publication house has a research methods
book in progress.
PsySSA’s international, regional, and local scientific influence is
growing, evidenced by its engagement with the media, range of
press statements, and a thriving SAJP with an increased impact
factor over the past year and more regional and global submissions.
The Presidential Roadshow increased influence in the provinces
visited, bringing increased membership and the beginnings of new
Branches. Also, PsySSA members have been appointed to key
international Psychology structures.
In transforming the discipline, the emphasis is on building capacity
within PsySSA and its structures, as well as the transformation of
the discipline at tertiary institutions. In accordance, the HoD (Heads
of Departments) forum has been started with a comprehensive
database and the Congress programme reflects a transformed
discipline. Also, a PsySSA PhD scholarship award will be launched
at the 2016 Congress.

Strategic Driver 3

Effectiveness and Efficiency – Prof David Maree
This entails the following strategic objectives:
3.1
Enhance its administrative infrastructure and systems – Dr
	Crause; Prof Laher; Mr Fafudi
3.2
Enhance human resources capacity of PsySSA (operations) –
Prof Maree; Prof Nel; Prof Laher
In terms of enhancing its administrative infrastructure and systems,
good progress was in particular, made with the website, especially
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on the backend thereof. The ability to draw crucial statistical data
from site visits, membership profiles, divisional/structure breakdowns
according to provinces, etc was implemented. Automated systems
(that is, reminders and alerts) will soon follow. The PsySSA Directory
of Psychology Professionals in private practice was revised and will
greatly assist the Society in managing referrals from the PsySSA
Office.
Efficiency in the Office was addressed as a matter of great priority
by revising job descriptions of personnel, appointing additional staff,
establishing internships and learnership positions, and appointing an
Executive Director. In addition, an organogram has been compiled
not only in respect of the PsySSA Office, but also PsySSA, as a whole,
in order to clarify reporting lines.

Strategic Driver 4

Good Governance – Mr Rafiq Lockhat
This Key Strategic Driver incorporates the following strategic
objectives:
4.1
4.2

Develop policies, procedures and systems– Prof Pillay; Prof
Nel; Prof Maree
Enhance and improve leadership capacity – Mr Lockhat; Prof
Nel
Good governance was one of the priorities for this year. To give
effect thereto, staffing was increased; systems and policies to
reduce PsySSA’s vulnerability to financial risks, at micro and macro
levels, were introduced; and terms of reference were developed for
all structures (i.e. the Executive Committee; Standing Committees,
Divisions) to ensure appropriate representation, executive structures,
and operating procedures. An investment is also being made in
improved, bigger office premises so as to enhance productivity and
efficiency.
A mentoring programme to enhance the capacity of the PsySSA
office was started in 2015. With Ms Fatima Seedat as mentor, Ms
Harsha Chunilal (as part of her internship in Industrial Psychology)
was inducted into an understanding of each and every component
of work of the Society. Regarding leadership succession planning,
a new position of Executive Director was created and the Office
Manager position is soon to be advertised. As part of the strategy
to reinvigorate the Standing Committees a call for new, suitable
members, in good standing, went out. Executive members were also
tasked with finding emerging Psychologists who will be placed in all
such committees to ensure capacity building and continuity.
In order to ensure transfer of institutional memory and continuity at
the top echelon of leadership, regular meetings have been instituted
between the current, incoming and past Presidents, referred to as
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the Presidency. The exchange programme with PsySSA’s first MoU
partner, the American Psychological Association (APA), scheduled
to take place in August 2015, was placed on hold due to the APA
Torture Crisis and will be reviewed in due course. Plans to host PAPU
members at the PsySSA office as part of developing their capacity
are currently underway.

Stakeholder Engagement and Relationship
Management – Mr Brian Fafudi

Strategic Driver 5

The related strategic objectives are:
5.1

Influence Education and training standards in and about
Psychology– Prof Maree, Mr Fafudi, Dr Crause
5.2
Promote knowledge production and development of 		
psychological science– Prof Pillay; Prof Laher; Dr Crause; Mr
	Lockhat; Prof Boonzaier
5.3
Negotiate job creation, salaries and tariffs for Psychology
professionals – Mr Fafudi; Prof Pillay; Mr Lockhat; Dr Opperman
The HoD (Heads of Departments) Forum, established at the 20th
Annual PsySSA Congress in September 2014 as part of PsySSA’s
increased investment in stakeholder consultation, is a priority item
under this objective. Prof David Maree is acting as Chair, while Dr
Caroll Hermann serves as Acting Secretary. A data base of contact
numbers and emails was established via Google Docs which
includes not only Heads of Departments, but also other key people
in the various Psychology departments. The Forum aims to target
all registration categories and training institutions of Psychology
students. Some meetings were held between the Committee
members of the HoD Forum and PsySSA to plan for the following
year. A meeting will be held at the 2015 PsySSA Congress to which all
participants in the Forum have been invited. A number of issues will
be addressed pertaining to the governing of the Forum, its mandate,
professional Psychology issues, and training matters.
PsySSA has been involved in the Research Psychology Task
team of the HPCSA Professional Board for Psychology, as well
as stakeholder engagement for Psychometrics and Registered
Counsellors in terms of promotion of knowledge production and
development of psychological science. PsySSA was furthermore
involved in the Southern African Psychology Students Conference.
The high quality of the SAJP, evidenced by improved citation indices
and the increased rejection rate and State of the science articles,
similarly resorts under this objective, as does the high quality of
the scientific programme at this year’s Congress. Encouraging so
many students to present their work at Congress this year, speaks to
capacity building, as does the publishing workshops held and two
related roundtables at Congress. PsySSA was well represented at
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numerous International Congresses in 2015.
The negotiation of job creation, salaries and tariffs for Psychology
professionals, is suggestive of the Society’s vision to further
develop its status as a union for the profession. Several government
departments (including Public Service and Administration; Health;
Social Development; Correctional Services and Basic- and Higher
Education and Training) are deemed key stakeholders.
A preliminary progress report will be presented at the forthcoming
PsySSA Congress on the collaborative research project that is
currently being undertaken between the PsySSA Psychologists
in Public Service (PiPS) Division and the UNISA Department of
Industrial Psychology into service conditions in the public sector.
Finally, the Department of Public Services and Administration (DPSA)
is currently reviewing the Occupational Specific Dispensation (OSD)
policy. PsySSA intends to make a related submission, particularly in
respect of the grade progression implementation, when such notice
is made public through the Government Gazette.

Strategic Driver 6

Global Footprint – Prof Juan Nel
The related strategic objectives are:
6.1
6.2

Regional Leadership – Prof Nel; Mr Fafudi
International partnerships – Prof Nel; Dr Crause
Although not an identified priority for the year, PsySSA has already
made considerable progress in establishing itself as a continental
leader and global partner. This is, among others, evidenced in the
manner the Society lead and facilitated the launch of the Pan-African
Psychology Union (PAPU) at the 20th Anniversary Congress in 2014.
As ought to known by now, two South African representatives have
been appointed to the PAPU leadership (Prof Cooper and Dr Watts).
In addition, PsySSA is bidding to host the 1st PAPU Congress to be
held in 2017/8.
PsySSA already has MOUs with 10 national psychological societies
in Africa and accordingly PsySSA leadership was invited to two
launches and one re-launch in 2015. To build our regional footprint,
PsyTalk now includes a section for MOU partners. Several MOUs
for exchange and collaboration with African regional partners will
be operationalised from 2016 onwards. Also, plans are unfolding
to sign four further MOUs (Tanzania, Egypt, Morocco and Senegal)
during 2015-2016, informed by a Council decision that future MOU
agreements will be carefully informed by the rationale behind the
choice of partner and have to translate into a mutually beneficial
relationship.
With regards international partnerships, as mentioned elsewhere
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in this Annual Report, PsySSA already has MOUs with 27 other
national psychological societies and established relationships with
IUPsyS, IAAP, ITC and IPsyNET. Exchange programmes in the
short- to medium-term are envisaged with the APA and Norwegian
Psychological Association, with a further possibility being the
British Psychological Society. In fact, a proposal from the APA to
operationalise the existing MOU through the provision of mutual
opportunities to meet, interact and collaborate as Societies would
have taken effect in August were it not for the news regarding the
APA Torture Crisis that was publicised shortly before the visit of two
PsySSA delegates to the APA Convention in Canada.

Financials
Please view the audited financial reports for the 6 month period
ending 30th of June 2015 (i.e., added as an addendum to this Annual
Report).

...section 3 to follow: Reports from Structures
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R ep o rts o f P s y S S A str u c t u res
Concise reports from the various structures of the Society, listed
alphabetically, follow, starting with Standing Committees, Divisions
and finally Branches.

“Note, in inviting
the 2014/5 PsySSA
Annual Report
submissions,
structures were
afforded the
opportunity
to provide a
tagline that best
encapsulates the
achievements
of the specific
Division/structure
during the year
under review”

Note, in inviting the 2014/5 PsySSA Annual Report submissions,
structures were afforded the opportunity to provide a tagline that best
encapsulates the achievements of the specific Division/ structure
during the year under review.
The following was suggested as a reporting format for related
submissions:

Section 1: Building on what was submitted for the
2013/4 Annual Report, provide a brief history of
your structure loosely grouped around:
a. 	When (and how) it began, perhaps also reflecting on who
initiated the structure and why
b. Its most significant achievements since its formation, to date
c. Its most significant challenges since its formation, to date

Section 2: Provide a summary of activities under
taken in the past year. This section could include:
a.
b.

c.
d.

A broad overview of your priorities over the last year (that is,
September 2014 – September 2015)
Achievements over the past year including any workshop/
seminars/symposia/panel discussions/lectures/presentations
hosted or delivered by any of your members or structure as a
whole over the last year
Any outreach or other activities that cannot be described as
any of those above
Any publications written by any of the members or the 		
structure as a whole

Given that the Society is in the second of five years of operationalising
the 2014-2018 PsySSA Strategic Plan, structures were invited to also
be cognizant to speak to how the division/ structure contributed to
the PsySSA strategic priorities for 2014/5, as earlier listed.

Section 3: This section should focus on the future
plans of the Structure, going forward, as well as any
recommendations to the PsySSA Council/ Executive
Structures were similarly invited to provide images that relate to the
activities of their particular structure.
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Standing Committees:
The Society has twelve Standing Committees. Some of these
Committees have not been particularly active, nor have they had a
change in leadership in many years. Approved by Council in March
2015, the Executive has thus put in considerable effort to strengthen
these Committees, identify new leadership and also clarify the Terms
of Reference governing their contribution to the Society.
Criteria applied:
Committee constituted; meetings held; meetings
attended (Council); PsyTalk submissions;
responses to related requests; other activities

Standing Committees
(Activity levels: Sept 2014 – Sept 2015 )

Active
•
•
•
•
•

Standing Committee

Publications (SAJP &
PsyTalk)
International Relations
Continuing Education
Congress
Awards

Moderately active
•
•
•

Private Practice Issues
Nominations
Ethics

Inactive
•
•
•

Tariffs
Psychological Testing
& Assessment
Equity & Transformation

Awards Standing Committee
Chair
Members

: Prof David Maree
: Prof Floretta Boonzaier; Mr Brian Fafudi

This Committee has done its work in considering all nominations
received by the stipulated due date. Award nominations were widely
advertised and open on the PsySSA website (www.psyssa.com)
between 1 April and 30 June 2015.
Accordingly, as in previous years, PsySSA will again present awards
in a variety of categories during the AGM at Congress. Among
others, awards will, of course, also be presented to those individuals
and groups that have demonstrated an unwavering commitment to
excellence in the following categories of psychological work:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Award for Science
Award for Practice
Award for Public Service
Award for Fellowship
Award for Mentoring and Development
Award for World of Work
Award for Community Service
Award for Undergraduate Teaching Excellence and/or Graduate
Teaching Excellence

Remember, if those you deem deserving of being elected and/ or
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awarded do not feature, the relevant question to ask is whether you,
indeed, ensured they were nominated in the first place…

Standing Committee

Congress Standing Committees
Chair
: Dr Ann D Watts
Members
: Prof Anthony Pillay (Chair, Congress Scientific 		
		Committee); Prof Juan Nel; Ms Fatima Seedat
The Congress Standing Committee was formed in 2003 in order to
plan and convene PsySSA’s 10th Anniversary Congress that was held
in Durban in 2004. The policy decision was also taken that for this
and future Congresses the President Elect would Chair the Scientific
Committee. The 10th Anniversary Congress was a significant
milestone for PsySSA in that it marked the professionalisation of
the Congress and the formal development of an in-house team to
organise it, headed by Ann Watts and Fatima Seedat. The Congress
had a significant international presence and was attended by the
Presidents and/or representatives of ten national and international
psychological associations.
The most significant achievement of the Congress Standing
Committee to date is the role it played on behalf of PsySSA in
organising all aspects of the highly successful 30th International
Congress of Psychology that was held in Cape Town in July 2012
(ICP 2012) and attended by over 6000 delegates from 123 countries
around the world. Standing Committee Chair Ann Watts served as the
ICP 2012 Secretary General and Fatima Seedat as Deputy Secretary
General. Furthermore the following key positions were held by former
PsySSA Presidents: Congress President Saths Cooper; Chair of the
Scientific Committee Norman Duncan; and Treasurer Louise Olivier.
ICP 2012 has given the Annual PsySSA Congress increased
visibility within the South African psychological community as well
as internationally, and a professional infrastructure that includes an
abstract management and registration system. This, together with the
experience gained by Watts and Seedat in organising a Congress of
the magnitude and complexity of ICP 2012, has been reflected in the
enhanced organisation of the post-ICP 2012 PsySSA Congresses,
which have evolved from a scientific programme of four parallel
sessions to nine in 2015. Delegate numbers have also increased.
A further significant achievement by the Standing Committee was
organising the successful 20th Anniversary Congress in 2014 when
a full-day in Plenary at the Opening of Congress was first introduced
by Juan Nel, as then Chair of the Scientific Committee, and widely
welcomed by delegates.
The most significant challenges faced by the Standing Committee
have included:
• Increasing Congress attendance.
• Increasing the number and quality of abstract submissions.
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•

•

Providing a stimulating scientific programme annually that
showcases local, regional and international research and its
applications, and highlights issues of critical concern to the
South African context.
Ensuring an excess of income over expenditure each year for
the Society.

The main priority during the last year (September 2014 - 2015) has
been to develop a bigger and better scientific programme, with more
offerings with a practitioner focus, for the 2015 Congress and to
attract a larger number of delegates than previously. This has been
achieved in terms of the scientific programme, which comprises a
record nine parallel sessions of high quality presentations, many
of which, indeed, are geared towards the needs of practitioners.
As of 2014, a change of strategy in how Divisions are engaged to
assume co-responsibility in ensuring programme offerings with
direct relevance to their respective constituents is clearly bearing
fruits. Work is ongoing to similarly ensure a large attendance at the
Congress. As in previous years sound fiscal management is also
being exercised to ensure the financial success of the Congress.
The Congress Standing Committee has contributed to the PsySSA
strategic priorities for 2014/5 as follows:
•

•

•
•

•

Improved stakeholder engagement: Increased engagement
by the PsySSA Office with the national departments of Health,
Education and Correctional Services regarding psychologists in
their employ attending the Congress.
A greater practitioner focus to our work: The Congress scientific
programme includes pre-Congress workshops and presentations
dealing with areas of work and issues of importance for
practitioners, as well as the application and translational aspects
of research for practitioners.
Media engagement (heightened profile and visibility): There has
been increased engagement with media in the build-up to the
Congress and this will also occur during the Congress.
Good governance: Sound fiscal management has been
implemented to ensure an excess of income over expenditure
for the Congress, as well as the implementation of policies and
procedures to ensure that the organisation of the Congress is of
the highest standard.
Improved communication: Regular electronic Congress updates,
articles and information about the Congress in each issue of
PsyTalk, and Congress updates and information on the PsySSA
website.

Since its inception the Congress Standing Committee has developed
an efficient and professional organisational structure (including
an efficient abstract management system) and critical path for
the Annual Congress. Future plans include continuing to grow
the Congress by continually improving its organisation, growing
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its scientific programme and increasing the participation of South
African psychology professionals. Plans are to also market the
Congress more vigorously on the continent, as well as internationally.
As inaugural Chair of the Standing Committee, I will be stepping
down at the end of the 2015 Congress. It has been a privilege to be
afforded the opportunity to develop, together with Fatima Seedat, this
important Standing Committee since its inception. My appreciation
and thanks are extended to the PsySSA Office Staff for their support,
loyalty and hard work during the organisation and running of each
Congress.

Standing Committee

Continuing Education Standing Committee
Chair
Members

: Prof Basil Pillay
: Prof David Maree; Dr Ann Watts

Due to the confidential nature of the Committee’s work, no official
report is available. However, note, PsySSA is an approved accreditor
of CEU activities. We encourage our members to submit their
activities to the PsySSA Office for accreditation.

Standing Committee

Ethics Standing Committee
Chair

: Mr Umesh Bawa
‘Ethical Practice: From Individuals to the Society’

The Ethics Standing Committee of PsySSA is committed to offering
training, support and insight into matters ethical for PsySSA members
and the broader public. It assists in managing ethical queries by the
membership, offering an ethically lensed overview to the dominant
issues within society, that impact on the psychological well-being of
people. It is tasked with assisting and guiding members with ethical
dilemmas emergent from their research and clinical practice.
The Standing Committee has conducted with Prof Saths Cooper,
national ethics workshops on issues ranging from scope of
practice, child-related legislation and general ethical engagement
in the profession. Its major challenge has been its ability to meet the
demand from membership to provide sufficient training and input
on ethics to the membership beyond all major cities in South Africa.
The membership has been active in local and international
conferences, engaging robustly in raising the importance of
contextualised ethical practice beyond the universities and practice
rooms, to serving humanity through ethical practice globally. The
recent revelations of the APA’s complicity in torture, highlights the
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importance of having a wider perspective on professional ethics.
PsySSA has been active in offering a principled ethical position on
the use of psychology for purposes other than serving humanity and
enhancing scientific knowledge for society’s benefit.
The 2015-2016 plan for the Ethics Standing Committee is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standing Committee

Expand its structure by inviting greater participation by
membership in its programmatic activity.
Roll out ethics training to a wider cohort of members in many
more cities.
Expand its ethically focused commentary in the public domain
on matters of relevance to the well-being of all Africans.
Use PsySSA’s digital platform to engage meaningfully with
membership.
Have a regular Ethics Column in PsyTalk, which would focus on
salient ethical issues of interest in research and practice.
Contribute to dialogue with PsySSA’s African and international
organisational partners on psychology’s role in the development
of principled practice in a changing world.

Equity & Transformation Standing Committee
Chair

: Mr Bradley Daniels

No report received.

Standing Committee

International Relations Standing Committee
Chair
Members
		
		

: Prof Saths Cooper
: Prof Brett Bowman; Prof Norman Duncan; Prof 		
Kopano Ratele; Dr Shahnaaz Suffla; Prof Patrick
Sibaya; Dr Ann Watts
‘PsySSA engaging globally’

PsySSA has had an International Relations Committee (IRC) from
the late 1990s. After the Foundation for Research Development (now
the National Research Foundation) invited then PsySSA President,
Saths Cooper, to chair the South African National Committee for
the International Union of Psychological Science (IUPsyS), the two
committees merged and successfully hosted the 30th International
Congress of Psychology (ICP2012). The remit of the IRC includes
being “responsible for PsySSA’s international relations activities,
including but not restricted to, engagements with MOU and other
partners, involvement in the South African National Committee for
IUPsyS (part of the South African National International Council for
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Science [ICSU] Board at the NRF), and membership of regional and
international organisations” and ensuring that “in all its dealings it
shall promote the best interests of PsySSA and its members and
enter into relationships with external organisations for the betterment
of psychology as a science and practice in South Africa.
The IRC’s most significant achievements include:
•

•

•

•
•

Hosting the 1st African Regional Conference of Psychology at
the Durban International Convention Centre (ICC) in July 1999
(incorporating the Annual PsySSA Congress) under the auspices
of IUPsyS, and with support from the International Association
of Applied Psychology and International Association for Cross
Cultural Psychology.
Hosting ICP2012 at the Cape Town ICC in July 2012, with more
than 6000 delegates from 103 countries and seven of the 30
parallel sessions comprising invited speakers. ICP2012 was
supported by psychology entities in South Africa, the SADC
region and further afield in Africa - the first time that this
prestigious quadrennial psychology conference was held on the
continent, since the 1st ICP was held in Paris in August 1889.
Psychology in South Africa generally and PsySSA specifically
continue to reap the benefits of the superb hosting and scientific
content of ICP2012.
PsySSA entering into MOUs with learned societies in 8 highincome countries, 10 African countries, and 9 others in the rest
of the world. Many national psychology societies are part of
this trend that PsySSA started in 1998 when our first MOU was
signed in San Francisco.
PsySSA helping to develop the Pan-African Psychology Union
(PAPU), providing administrative support to PAPU.
South Africa boasting that both the IUPsyS President and
Secretary-General are from South Africa. In addition, Saths
Cooper and Ann Watts are in the leadership of PAPU. Ann is also
President of the International Neuropsychological Society (INS),
and Saths is Vice President of the International Social Science
Council (ISSC), which is hosting the 3rd World Social Science
Forum at the Durban ICC during this PsySSA Congress.

IRC members were involved in the September 2014 ICSU Assembly
in Auckland; September 2014 Launch of PAPU; October 2014
Brazilian Psychological Society Conference; November 2014 Launch
of the Kenyan Psychological Society; November 2014 Caribbean
Psychology Conference in Paramaribo; November 2014 re-launch
of the Zimbabwe Psychological Association in Harare; December
2014 Launch of the Psychological Association of Zambia in Lusaka;
February 2015 International Neuropsychology Conference in
Denver; March 2015 5th South East Asian Psychology Conference
in Singapore; April 2015 Launch of the Cameroon Psychological
Association in Buea; May 2015 14th International Symposium on
the Contributions of Psychology to Peace in Johannesburg and
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Pretoria; July 2015 European Congress of Psychology in Milan; July
2015 International Neuropsychology Conference in Sydney; August
2015 meeting of the Jordanian Psychological Society in Jordan;
and various meetings of the IUPsyS, ISSC, PAPU, INS and ICSU SA
Board, as well as workshops and meetings of PsySSA, and various
publications.
IRC members have provided numerous media interviews in South
Africa and abroad. At least once fortnightly there are requests for
comment on radio and television, many of which are passed on to
PsySSA members. IRC members are inundated with invitations to
speak at conferences the world over; wherever practicable, referrals
are made to colleagues in those regions, as it is not feasible for key
IRC members to be in many places at the same time.
The IRC will enjoy a change of leadership in the next year, with
among others, Tholene Sodi and Karl Swain joining the IRC, with
members featuring prominently in various regional and international
conferences from September 2015. Incoming and other IRC
members will represent South Africa at the next IUPsyS Assembly in
Yokohama in July 2016. Clearly, success can also result in us resting
on our laurels, a challenge which we can and must overcome.

Standing Committee

Nominations Standing Committee
Chair
Members

: Prof Kopano Ratele
: Prof Saths Cooper; Dr Emmanuel Tlou

While no report was received, we, of course, know that at this year’s
Congress there will be a change in guard in all structures of the
Society, including the Executive. In accordance, calls were made
to membership, among others, via the PsySSA website and PsyTalk
to assist in the search for committed, visionary leadership who will
be tasked with furthering the implementation of the ambitious, but
necessary, 2014-2018 PsySSA Strategic Plan. As indicated, going
forward, it has to be ‘business unusual’ for the Society.

Standing Committee

Private Practice Issues Standing Committee
Chair

: Vacant

No report received. This Standing Committee has not, as yet, been
constituted and is work in progress, however, in the interim the
responsibility for promoting the interest for private practitioners have
been assumed by the Executive Committee.
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Standing Committee

Psychological Testing and Assessment Standing
Committee
Chair

: Prof Cheryl Foxcroft

The Convener of the Committee frequently responds to questions
from members regarding the fair and ethical use of psychological
tests. Many of these requests relate to the use of tests that are either
not on the list of classified tests or are international measures that
are distributed in South Africa. At each PsySSA conference there is
also a pre-conference workshop related to psychological testing and
assessment. The title of the well-attended workshop held in 2014
was “Ethical Assessment Practice and Assessment Policies”.
PsySSA’s Standing Committee has links with the International Test
Commission (ITC) in terms of participating in the ongoing development
and refinement of various international good assessment practice
guidelines. Links have also been established with the HPCSA
Psychometrics Committee and test publishers to advocate for
enhancing the quality and range of available psychological measures
in South Africa and to raise matters pertaining to policy, scope of
practice, training and ethical assessment practices.

Standing Committee

Publications Standing Committee
Chair

: Dr Shanaaz Suffla

Two separate reports follow, both of which resort under the
Publications Standing Committee. The first is in respect of the South
African Journal of Psychology and the second relates to PsyTalk.
Editor-in-Chief		
:
Prof Anthony Pillay
Associate Editors
:
Prof Sumaya Laher
				Prof Bronwyn Myers
				Prof Brendon Barnes
Consulting Editor
Statistics		 :
Prof Tyrone Pretorius
Book Review Editor
:
Mr Umesh Bawa
Editorial Assistant
:
Dr Anne Kramers-Olen

South African Journal of Psychology

30

The South African Journal of Psychology (SAJP) is an academic
journal of note in the country’s history. However, the Journal
publishes high quality work from various parts of the world. Among
its challenges over the years has been to ensure that the Journal
is relevant, both within the national socio-political context, as well
as the discipline specific priorities. These have been achieved to a
large extent, especially over the past two decades since the Journal
has been published under the auspices of PsySSA.
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With the SAJP having assumed a new editorship and new publisher
in SAGE (UK) early in 2013, the immediate priority was to stabilise
the Journal, consolidate the initial gains in the 2013-2014 period
and build its profile further. The Journal’s presence internationally
has been lifted, and is continuing to grow, as are its many indices,
such as the impact factor, downloads, page visits, etc. The media
interface provided by the SAGE website has increased the Journal’s
profile and visibility. The 2014 impact factor has increased to 0.473
which is the highest it has been in many years. The SAJP is currently
probably the most widely circulated Psychology journal on the African
continent and, as such, is an influential academic periodical. The
2014-2015 period has seen an increase in high quality submissions
from elsewhere on the African continent and the rest of the world.
During this period the Journal has consolidated its 2013 initiative of
State of the Science feature articles. More such articles written by
leaders in the field, presenting cutting edge research and knowledge
developments have been published. In the year under review the
SAJP published two State of the Science articles on evidence-based
psychotherapies by Alan Kazdin of Yale University, as well as one on
the science of mind-body medicine and public health challenges by
Gregory Fricchione of Harvard University.
The Editorial team members have also provided manuscript writing
workshops and seminars nationally. During the 2015 PsySSA
national Roadshow the SAJP had a slot to provide information, and
answer questions from academics and students, thus enhancing its
stakeholder engagement.
The ScholarOne portal, which is the SAJP online manuscript
management system, has been refined and the systems ensure good
governance and management. The system also ensures clear and
confidential communication with authors as well as among editorial
team members.
Although not as high as we would like, we are encouraged by the 2014
increase in the SAJP impact factor and we are striving to improve this
further. A number of exciting State of the Science articles are in the
pipeline from leaders in the field. The Journal is also working with
two research methodology experts who are each currently writing
an article on quantitative and qualitative research methods. Such
primer articles will fill a significant gap in the South African literature,
and is expected to be published during the course of the next year.
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PsyTalk

PsyTalk: A Sub-Committee of the Standing
Committee
PsyTalk editor

: Dr Ewald Crause

PsyTalk has gone through some changes over the last couple of
issues and we are now at the point where we can start to truly integrate
information across a wide variety of platforms. Initially PsyTalk
focused primarily on opinion pieces and divisional communications
in print form but we are now able to bring in multimedia facets such as
YouTube videos (i.e., see the June Issue) and PodCasts (upcoming
in our December issue) to mention but a few. These changes are
possible only because of the html (online) format in which PsyTalk
now gets published.
“Changing of the guard” (personnel changes)
During the last year Prof Bowman stepped down as PsyTalk’s editor
and we would like to thank him in this annual report for many years
of exceptional service. Prof Laher then acted as interim editor (Issue
1 – 2015) and initiated a revision of the format in which PsyTalk is now
delivered to our members (i.e., from pdf to html). Dr Crause was then
approached prior to the 2015 March Council Meeting to take over
this role and he was appointed as the new editor from April 2015.
In summary
As the new editor of PsyTalk I find myself focused on two things:
• To continue to further publication of high quality content across a
broad range of psychology sectors (which has been the standard
established by previous editors) and
• To bring an element of innovation and creativity to PsyTalk
I look forward to serving our Society within the capacity of PsyTalk
Editor and welcome feedback from members on how we can continue
to improve this online publication.

Standing Committee

Science of Psychology Standing Committee
Chair

: Vacant

No report received. This Standing Committee has not, as yet, been
constituted and is work in progress.

Standing Committee

Tariffs Standing Committee
Chair

: Dr Ian Opperman

The function of the Tariffs Standing Committee is to negotiate the
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best tariffs for Psychologists in Private Practice, including Forensicand Neuropsychologists, as well as salaries for those in the Public
Service.
Due to the ruling by Judge Eberson in the North Gauteng Court in July
2010 that the regulations of the National Health Act, that established
the Reference Price List (RPL) - a voluntary price code - into a binding
price code, were invalid, Private Practitioners are now stuck with a
5% raise per annum. Psychologists receive approximately R750.00
per consultation, depending on the Medical Aid and option or plan
the client has joined (Note, in 1999, Psychologists in Private Practice
earned R60.00 per 50 – 60 minute session). Today, Medical Aids
crack the whip.
Future priorities for this Committee include:
• To ensure competitive tariffs for Psychologists.
• Workshops for Private Practitioners.
• Answer calls to assist Practitioners with billing their patients
regarding procedure and diagnostic codes.
• Congress stream for Private Practitioners (The PsySSA Strategic
Plan includes adding value for Private Practitioners, so that more
members will join PsySSA).
• Achieving better rates, with full cognisance of the global economic
downturn and the challenges of South Africa specifically.
• To keep being active to achieve competitive rates for
Psychologists, engaging with all the relevant stakeholders.
reports and feedback from divisions follow on next page...
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Divisions:

“The request
that Divisions
actively assist in
organising scientific
programming for
Congress related to
their sub-discipline
and/ or field(s)
of application, in
particular, by hosting
symposia and round
tables that tie into the
Congress theme, is
bearing fruit.”

First initiated in 2013 when his term as President Elect commenced,
Prof Juan Nel remained tasked with rendering continued support
to Divisions during 2015. Aimed at strengthening Divisions, this
support was in the form of regular communiqués and, where deemed
necessary, meetings in person and/ or telephonically.
This section of the report bears witness to the fact that the vast
majority of Divisions of the Society functioned well during 2014/5
and seemed to welcome the support rendered to them. To these
Divisions, thank you!
Decision-making structures of the Society have to work in tandem
with each other. For the first time in PsySSA’s history, inter-divisional
meetings followed the face-to-face divisional meetings held on
14 March, that is, before the meeting of Council. PsySSA, as a
professional body, is endeavouring to rise above narrow selfinterest and divisive turf wars that so often undermine our ability to
collectively (re)shape our discipline and its contribution to society,
at large. These inter-divisional meetings provided a platform for
Divisions to exchange ideas about good practices, to assist each
other in identifying common ground, and investigate ways of closer
collaboration in the future.
Not all Divisions have, as yet, responded to encouragements to
renew their sense of purpose and increase activity levels. The hope,
however, remains that these Divisions, too, will rise to the occasion in
2015/6. In the interim, it, however, goes without saying that someone
can’t be in the leadership of a Division and make decisions on
behalf of a Division (or the Society, for that matter) and not even be a
member thereof. Leading by example and ensuring that all divisional
Executive Committees are properly constituted were therefore
emphasised during 2015. In the final instance, where indicated,
Executive members that remained non-responsive, unfortunately,
had to be removed from their positions.
The request that Divisions actively assist in organising scientific
programming for Congress related to their sub-discipline and/ or
field(s) of application, in particular, by hosting symposia and round
tables that tie into the Congress theme, is bearing fruit. Divisions
that have followed suit are reaping the benefits of programming that
directly meets the needs of their constituents.
As in previous years, PsySSA will again present awards in a variety of
categories at Congress in September, including for the most active
and most improved Divisions. The Society has never imposed a
‘once size fits all’ approach and understands that each Division will
have its own needs, priorities and ways of doing things. considering
what additional measures can be taken to ensure PsySSA members
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get ‘bang for their buck’. An active, well-functioning, division ought
to provide value in exchange for the annual divisional membership
fee by, among others:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Visibly and vocally engaging in matters that impact on their subdiscipline/ field(s) of application and constituents
Having a presence in mainstream media
Having a strong presence ito offerings at PsySSA-hosted Annual
South African Psychology Congresses
Hosting (CEU-accredited) events and meetings for its members
throughout the year
Raising additional funds for the division to maximise its
contributions and profile in practice-, research- and policyrelated endeavours
Being in regular contact with members via, for instance, a
divisional newsletter, webpage, e-listings and blogs through
which, among others, consultation occurs and feedback is
provided on decisions taken during meetings of the divisional
Executive Committee
Interfacing with the communication and outreach strategies and
technologies that PsySSA has on offer
Timeously responding to requests from the PsySSA Office for
submissions of contributions for PsyTalk, the Annual Report, as
well as Executive Committee and AGM minutes.

Divisions will, of course, hold their AGMs at Congress and elect new
leadership for the next two years. The ‘new’ PsySSA with a ‘new’
strategy and renewed vision calls for active, relevant and responsive
structures. Divisions ought to endeavor to elect leadership that is
willing and able to respond to the needs of their constituents and to
advance the related registration category and/or field of application.
Criteria applied:
Committee constituted; meetings held and
related documents submitted; Council meetings
attended; PsyTalk submissions; website; regular
communication with members; hosting CPD
activities; other activities

Divisions
(Activity levels: Sept 2014 – Sept 2015 )

Active
•
•
•
•

SASCP
SASCH
SGD
DRM

Moderately active
•
•
•
•
•
•
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SAACP
RCP
PiPS
Neuropsychology &
Forensic Psychology
FAP
CaSP

Inactive
•
•
•

Student Division
Educational Psychology
BWWF
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Divisions

Business Psychology and World of Work Forum
(BWWF)

Chair - Mr Bart Kuijers
Vice Chair - Dr Portia Maphala
Secretary- Mr Wiehann Rademan
Additional Members:
Ms Chantell Ndyamba
Dr Estie Barnard

No report received.

Divisions

Community and Social Psychology (CaSP) Division
The Division’s blog: http://psyssacns.blogspot.com/

Chair - Prof Eduard Fourie
Secretary - Mr Wiehann Rademan
Additional Members:
Ms Lavanya Pillay
Mr Suntosh Pillay
Dr Nkateko Manabe
Prof Ronelle Carolissen

Facilitators and attendees engaging during the
Inside-out outside-in pre-conference workshop on
community engagement initiatives in and around
prison environment at the 4th Southern African
Students’ Psychology Conference in Polokwane
during June 2015
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The 2011 PsySSA Congress in Johannesburg saw the inauguration
of the CaSP Division. During the first couple of years, the aim of the
new Division was to create an online communication space to share
ideas and information about upcoming events and conferences, new
publications, to track the history of local publications and conference
presentations, to hear how different universities define community
psychology and approach the teaching of Community and Social
Psychology. We have made a good start by creating a blog for the
Division at http://psyssacns.blogspot.com/. The blog is intended
to serve as a bulletin board and general community nexus for both
members of the Division and practitioners in the interrelated fields
of Community- and Social Psychology. The Division further uses the
opportunity to host round table discussions and symposia at the
Annual PsySSA Congress, as well as at other national conferences.
During the 20th PsySSA Congress in September 2014, the Division
hosted a symposium on corrections studies and communities. The six
presentations of the symposium sought to engage with Community
Psychology approaches and perspectives on the diverse communities
that exist in and around correctional systems. In 2015, Prof Eduard
Fourie and members of the Division, together with representatives
of the Directorate of Wellness of the Department of Correctional
Services, facilitated a pre-conference workshop on community
engagement initiatives in and around prison environment. A full-day
interdisciplinary symposium aimed at synthesizing the diverse work
was also conducted by students, scholars and practitioners at the
4th Southern African Students’ Psychology Conference in Polokwane
during June in the hope of gaining an integrated understanding of
the systems of corrections. The symposium focused on community
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projects and research studies conducted inside and outside prison
communities, including a focus on the challenges faced by offenders
who study while incarcerated. For more information on the Inside-out
Outside-in South African Corrections Interest Group, visit the website
at http://insideoutoutsidein.co.za/.

Paper presenters and attendees at the Inside-out
outside-in symposium on research studies and
community engagement initiatives in and around
prison environment at the 4th Southern African
Students’ Psychology Conference in Polokwane
during June 2015

An exciting new initiative by one of the Executive members of the
Division, Suntosh Pillay, saw the publication of articles by PsySSA
members on the Mail&Guardian website in 2015. The website
features a wide variety of public intellectuals writing about various
social issues that affect our everyday lives – from politics, to gender
violence, the environment, racism, business, mental health, science,
religion, sexuality, sport etc. Every piece is thought-provoking and
relevant to a recent news item or current national and/or global
conversation. All articles can be emailed to thoughtleader@psyssa.
com and the link can be accessed via http://www.thoughtleader.
co.za/psyssa.
During the 21st PsySSA Congress in September 2015, the
Division will host a symposium entitled ‘Notions of community and
community engagement in psychological work in low resource
settings’ chaired by Prof Ronelle Carolissen. The symposium will,
amongst others, include presentations on developing a set of
guidelines on how to approach a community engagement initiative
and narratives of community counsellors who live and work in
contexts of violence.

Divisions
Chair - Dr Greg Crighton
Vice Chair - Dr Martin Strous
Secretary - Dr Punyuzwa Titi
Additional Members:
Dr Helen Dunbar-Krige
Dr ZoliswaKonyana-Bam

Division of Education Psychology
‘Proactive and responsive educational psychology services in
South Africa’
Among the Division`s most significant achievements has been its role
in addressing shortcomings in the scope of practice for educational
psychologists and in promoting the essential role of Educational
Psychology in South Africa. In a county with limited mental health
resources, the Division for Educational Psychology is committed to
promoting a wide understanding of learning and development, and
to help addressing barriers that hinder development, education and
psychological well-being.
Over the past decade, members of the Division have liaised
intensively with the Educational Psychology Task Team, the HPCSA
Professional Board for Psychology, medical aid societies and
the Department of Basic Education. The Division`s efforts have
contributed towards a broader scope of practice for Educational
Psychologists, acknowledgement by the Council for Medical
Schemes that medical aids cannot determine the discipline`s scope
of practice, and the establishment of a psychology advisory panel
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for the country`s largest, private medical aid.
A perpetual challenge for the Division is that the broad role of
Educational Psychologists in South Africa is often misconstrued,
distorted, and erroneously interpreted by people with limited exposure
to the field of Educational Psychology. This has been a theme in the
annual reports of the Division for at least the past decade. Given
South Africa`s paucity of mental health services, it is unfortunate that
the Division frequently has to argue against attempts from outside
to restrict its members to watertight compartments. Such attempts
are not in the best interests of a country that is desperately in need
of diverse psychological services. We need to move away from
compartmentalisation and to meet broad communal and national
needs.
A watershed event occurred in or about 2002 with the emergence
of a new scope of practice for Educational Psychologists. Dr Tiaan
Kirsten, then chair of the Division for Educational Psychology,
received feedback from many Educational Psychologists who felt
unsure of their professional position. There had been no scope of
practice in existence before, and practitioners were alarmed at the
narrow and limiting scope presented by the Professional Board for
Psychology. The majority of Educational Psychologists had not been
consulted and many perceived this as a crisis. In response, the
Division tested the idea of a consensus conference as a strategic
intervention to make educational professionals’ voices heard. The
idea was well received and the Division collaborated with the NorthWest University and University of Johannesburg to host a Consensus
Conference at the University of Johannesburg.
The Division was poised to become a strong, organised voice of
Educational Psychologists by the time Dr Willy Nel became the Chair
in 2005. Dr Nel served as Chair from 2005 to 2009. Building on Dr
Kirsten’s efforts with Dr Helen Dunbar-Krige and others, an historic,
first assembly of Educational Psychologists was held outside of the
Division in November 2006, at the University of Johannesburg. A Task
Team for Educational Psychology was born at that assembly, with
the Division, through its Chair, participating as an active member. In
the two consecutive terms that Dr Nel served as Division chair, the
goal of ensuring that Educational Psychology matters remained on
the agenda of the PsySSA Executive and Council, as well as on the
Professional Board for Psychology, was strongly pursued.
Professor Estelle Swart succeeded Dr Nel as the Chair of the Division.
She also served on the Educational Psychology Task Team and as a
member of the Professional Board for Psychology. During her term of
office, a second Consensus Conference was held. At this conference,
the Educational Psychology Task Team and the Executive Committee
of the Educational Psychology Division received renewed mandates
from Society members to further explicate the role of educational
psychologists. Comprising leading academics, practitioners and
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policymakers who had been involved in the provision of educational
psychology services and in the training of Educational Psychologists
over many years, these committees drafted a Scope of Practice for
Educational Psychologists at the Sports Village of the North-West
University on 5 And 6 May 2012. The document was submitted to the
Professional Board for Psychology and to Educational Psychologists.
Greg Crighton then succeeded Prof Estelle Swart as the Chair of the
Division and over the course of the last two years the Division has
continued to work with a wide range of role players in addressing
shortcomings in the scope of practice for Educational Psychologists
and in promoting the essential role of Educational Psychology in
South Africa. In a county with limited mental health resources, and an
education system in crisis, it is of great concern to our Division that
the role of Educational Psychologists continues to be undermined
and restricted by inaccurate and misinformed interpretations of the
scope of practice.
The Division is committed to promoting appropriate, proactive and
responsive Educational Psychology services. We look forward to
positive, collaborative engagement and invite all role players to
engage with us in the interests of our profession and the country.
The Executive of the Division have continued to have regular
discussion on issues confronting our members, and have given
public input in a number of forums. We are regularly consulted by the
media for comment and continue to push for change in the provision
of psychological support services in education and the broader
spectrum of learning and development in South Africa. Our members
continue to present at conferences and seminars throughout the
country on pertinent issues and challenges.
The Division plans to target a three point broad strategy for our
journey ahead.
This includes the following:
1. Educational Psychology representation on executive structures
of PsySSA, the Professional Board for Psychology and the
Tariffs Committee,
2. Closer liaison and cooperative understanding with other
organisations representing Educational Psychologists in South
Africa, and
3. Broadening the membership base of the Division.
One of the strategies going forward will be to investigate the benefits
of entering into memorandums of understanding with selected
representative bodies so as to strengthen the efforts of the Division
and Educational Psychology as a whole. We are of the belief that
these collaborations and discussions will strengthen our voice in the
broader context of the provision of psychological services in South
Africa.
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Divisions
Chair - Dr Louise Olivier
Vice Chair - Mr Karl Swain
Secretary - Dr Thirusha Naidoo
Additional Members:
Prof Theophilus Lazarus
Dr Lorinda Bergh
Prof Ann Edwards
Mr Thabiso Rapapali
(Dr Ann Watts - Ex officio as President
of the International Society of
Neuropsychology)

Division of Neuropsychology and
Forensic Psychology
‘Committed to psychological science and excellence in court and in
practice’
The Chair would like to thank the members of the Executive for their
valuable work and contribution.
The structure was initiated when members who had an interest
in Neuropsychology and Forensic Psychology formed a Division
to lobby for their interest but also for registration categories in
Neuropsychology and Forensic Psychology.
The most significant achievements of the structure up to date are the
following:
(a)	Lobbying for the approval of a category for Neuropsychology
and Forensic Psychology. The Professional Board for 		
Psychology has now approved these two categories and is
in the process of determining criteria for the categories as well
as grandfathering criteria.
(b) Presenting workshops in Forensic Psychology and 		
Neuropsychology to improve excellence in this field.
(c)	Liaison with the Professional Board for Psychology in their
endeavour to determine criteria for grandfathering and 		
registration in the categories Neuropsychology and Forensic
Psychology.
(d)	Liaison with the Department of Justice and other medical- and
legal professionals regarding medico-legal matters.
(e)	Liaison with the Medico-Legal Society.
The following activities have been undertaken in the past year:
(a) Two meetings have been scheduled by the Executive – one
meeting face-to-face and the other telephonically. During
the face-to-face meeting, the Executive of the 			
Division for Clinical Psychology was also interacted with.
Priority has been given to the opening of the registration
categories of Neuropsychology and Forensic Psychology and
training in this regard.
(b) Members of the Executive (Dr Olivier, Dr Ann Watts and 		
Prof Ann Edwards) have been members of the task force of
the Professional Board for Psychology put together to propose
criteria for the category of Neuropsychology. This task force
has met several times during this period.
(c) The Chair of the Division as well as the President of PsySSA
has met with members of the Professional Board and SIOPSA
on 8 April 2015 regarding concerns of the Professional Board
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regarding psycho-legal services by court order. Culminating
from this, a panel discussion has been arranged at the 		
September 2015 Congress of PsySSA.
(d) A workshop on Forensic Psychology has been submitted for a
pre-Congress workshop at the September 2015 Congress.
(e) Members of the Executive of the Division have been actively
involved in the Medico-Legal Society (Dr Olivier and Dr Bergh)
in order to initiate liaison between this Society and the Division.
The Division has engaged with the Professional Board for Psychology,
the Department of Justice, the Medico-legal Society, members of the
media, and the Division for Clinical Psychology.
By presenting workshops the Division has focussed on best practice
in Forensic Psychology and Neuropsychology.
Members of the Executive have engaged with the media in high
profile court cases during this year, in matters concerning the
Division regarding some broadcasting issues etc.
The Division has endeavoured to engage with younger psychologists
and to mentor them regarding professional and ethical matters.
Prof Theo Lazarus has been tasked by the Executive to write an article
for PsyTalk to highlight important matters regarding the Division.
Future plans of the Division entail the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Divisions

Assisting the Professional Board for Psychology to establish
the final criteria of the categories of Forensic Psychology and
Neuropsychology.
To play an active role in ethical matters concerning the arena of
Forensic- and Neuropsychology.
To actively present workshops to improve excellence in the field
of Forensic- and Neuropsychology.
To actively engage in stakeholders in the field of medico-legal
work and Neuropsychology.
To assist where needed and where possible the Executive
and Organising Committee of Congress scheduled by the
International Society of Neuropsychology in 2016 in South Africa.

Division of Registered Counsellors/
Psychometry (RCP)
The dynamic PsySSA Registered Counsellors/
Psychometry (RCP) Division has been active
in South African and international psychology
communities.
The
RCP
Committee’s
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Chair - Ms Mirah Wilks
Vice Chair RC- Ms Soraya Smith
Vice Chair P- Mr Brent George
Secretary - Ms Linda Patikai
Chibizhe

professional involvement reflects the diversity of community needs.
Mirah Wilks, (Johannesburg), a Registered Counsellor, was
appointed research member of US-based APR (Africa Post Traumatic
Relief) Scientific Committee in 2014 to manage the assessments
of undergraduate students for studies in Trauma and PTS. Mirah
initiated the implementation of IMPILO-Life Counselling Centre at
Maharishi Institute, where students are counselled individually and
in groups for GBV, rape and assault, human rights violations, trauma,
PTS, HIV/Aids, material needs and substance dependency. In
addition to running a private practice, Mirah lectures on leadership
and provides workshops on self-empowerment, innovation and
adaptation to senior students. She assesses students for educational
and aptitude challenges and career-interest assessments. Mirah
presents workshops for registered counsellors and interns at the
South African College of Applied Psychology (SACAP) annually. She
is currently busy with her PhD research in Hate Crimes at UNISA
and will be presenting papers on Hate Crime at the 21st PsySSA
Congress this September, as well as at Virginia Tech University, US
in November.
Soraya Smith, (KZN), a Registered Counsellor, provides pro-bono
counselling for streetwalkers and human-trafficked persons at the
NPO Umgeni Community Empowerment Centre and manages the
counselling (one-on-one and groups) for both boys and girls at
Shiloh shelter houses. In addition, Soraya works in tandem with
the Police to remove street walkers off the streets, opening cases
at police stations, organising visits to the District Surgeon and
managing effective interventions for sexually transmitted diseases
and treatment programmes for substance abuse. Soraya who
is currently studying for her Masters at UNISA, creates human
trafficking awareness and presented workshops at the HHPPB task
team on trauma containment for survivors of human trafficking (May);
Royal Agricultural Show grounds in Pietermaritzburg, hosted by the
NPA (June); the KZN Music Imbizo (August); UKZN law students;
and Human Trafficking workshop partnered with UNISA and Umgeni
Community Empowerment Centre (UCEC) in September.
Brent George (Pretoria), a Registered Counsellor and Psychometrist,
provides workshops for psychology interns for the HPCSA Board
Examination. In addition to administering a variety of assessments for
the Road Accident Fund he manages the assessments for selection
of learner bursaries applications for various educational, mining and
economic sectors. Brent will be presenting at the RCP Division AGM
on psychometry opportunities in various sectors, details of which will
be provided on PSYCH-SHARE.
Linda Chibizhe (Johannesburg), a Psychometrist, supervises the
training of university psychology interns at Sci-Bono, Newtown.
Linda will present on supervision and training of interns at the RCP
Division AGM. Linda is studying for her Master’s of Education at the
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University of Pretoria.
The AGM to be held at the PsySSA Congress on 18 September will
see a change in the leadership of the RCP Executive. Mirah’s term
of office finishes after two years in September 2015. Her inclusive
dynamic leadership has opened doors to like-minded individuals to be
proactive on this twinned Division. In various PsyTalk/ PSYCH-SHARE
articles, Mirah has addressed controversial social and professional
issues, such as the role of psychology in Forensic Psychology
during the Oscar Pretorius trial; moral turpitude; professional ethical
responsibility; the Hate Crime Bill and the prevalence of hate crimes;
King Goodwill Zwelethini’s hate speech and instigation of national
xenophobia. Mirah has encouraged registered counsellors to be
active social entrepreneurs to meet the needs of communities and
run successful practices.
Soraya Smith will stand unopposed for nomination as future Chair,
as will Linda Chibizhe as the future Vice Chair of the RCP Division.
Congratulations are in order for the entire RCP Division Executive
Committee for receiving the extraordinary PsySSA Council Certificate
of Commendation for the Most Active Division of the Society at the
20th PsySSA Congress in 2014.
Congratulations are in order for Brent George, who has been
invited to be a member of the PsySSA Psychological Testing and
Assessment Standing Committee for a two year appointment.
Similarly, congratulations too, to Mirah Wilks, who has been invited to
stand in the PsySSA Tariffs and Private Practice Standing Community
until 2017.

Divisions
Chair - Prof Sumaya Laher
Secretary - Dr Angelo Fynn
Treasurer - Dr Sherianne Kramer
Additional Members:
Ms Lavanya Pillay
Prof Vanessa Scherman
Ms Lynn Hendricks
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Division for Research and Methodology
(DRM)
‘Providing critical insights for sustainable results’
The Division for Research and Methodology (DRM) is perhaps not
the oldest division in PsySSA, but it has been involved in PsySSA
structures in excess of 15 years. Previous DRM Executive members
have gone on to play significant roles in PsySSA, in the SAJP, as well
as in academia and broader society, as a whole. The DRM holds
amongst its alumni: Prof Norman Duncan, Prof Cheryl de la Rey, Prof
Martin TerreBlanche, Prof Kevin Durrheim, Prof Kate Cockcroft, Ms
Leonie Vorster, Dr Linda Theron, Dr Desmond Painter and Prof Colin
Tredoux, amongst others. These members continue to add value
to the Division and to PsySSA and always avail themselves in an
advisory capacity to the DRM Executive.
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The DRM aims to promote theory and research in South African
psychology; to improve the training of psychologists; the teaching
of psychology; and to provide a forum for persons who are involved
in the teaching of, and research in, psychology. In keeping with
these aims, the DRM has always been at the forefront of debates
on the role of research in psychology. In particular, the DRM has
contributed to the discussion on revising the training guidelines for
Research Psychologists with the Professional Board for Psychology.
The DRM also regularly interacted with the PsySSA HoD Forum and
the PsySSA Student Division on issues related to research training
and broader issues of research in psychology in South Africa. At
the meeting scheduled in March 2015, DRM Executive members
interacted with those of Psychology in Public Service and the Sexuality
and Gender Division to exchange ideas on collaboration between
PsySSA Divisions. DRM members have been strongly supportive of
the biennial Southern African Psychology Students Congress with
members once again taking active roles in the planning, reviewing of
abstracts, securing of funding for students to attend the conference,
assisting students with preparing presentations and the presentation
of workshops at the conference. These activities speak directly to the
PsySSA strategic plan with regards to stakeholder engagement and
the development of future psychological professionals.
These interactions are not new to the Division. In the last 10 years,
the Division has been actively promoting the field in psychology.
The burgeoning numbers of students choosing to do Research
Psychology, the increase in awareness in the marketplace around
Research Psychologists and researchers, more broadly, and the
skills offered by this group of professionals, can in part be linked to
activities by members of this Division.
The Division is not limited to those individuals who are registered,
practicing or studying research psychology, but also seeks to engage
the broader social science research community through workshops,
seminars and open access textbooks. We believe that sustainable
solutions to national issues will require a broad range of disciplines
which derive their insights from sound, rigorous research practices
that are made widely accessible. As such the Division hosted four
workshops this year, focusing on various aspects of research from
research methods in the modern era to traditional statistical analyses
through to publishing research and pursuing careers in research.
These workshops were held in Johannesburg and were well received
with requests to conduct them in other parts of the country.
Researchers in the social sciences in South Africa utilise research
methods in innovative ways in order to respond to the diversity
present in the country’s population, as well as to the unique
circumstances in which we find ourselves. The growth in expertise
on doing research in South African and developing world contexts
has grown phenomenally since 1994. However this expertise and
the methods used are often not documented, but if exposed to a
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broader audience they would have the potential to contribute much
to the quality of research scholarship locally and abroad. The DRM
is currently working on a book that will combine research theory
and applications as a means of disseminating knowledge on best
research practices for South African researchers, practitioners and
students. Given the increased availability of multimedia and internet
access and the rise of open access publishing, it is also no longer
reasonable for students and researchers to have to pay huge amounts
for texts published via commercial publishers. The publication of this
book will follow a hybrid model in terms of making the book available
online to those who need to use it, but also provide print and e-book
options for those who wish to purchase it.
The DRM Executive has met twice in the last year but communicated
frequently over e-mail. Three meetings were also held using the
GoToMeeting platform to ensure that the Division remained active
and vibrant. During our term as an Executive, we revived the Division
newsletter in the form of the DRM Updates which provided members
with the latest information on conferences, funding, research and
study opportunities, CPD opportunities and general information
and debates in the field. Members received this information in their
inboxes almost immediately as the information became available
courtesy of Executive member, Ms Lavanya Pillay. The broader
PsySSA community received some of this information via the regular
DRM contributions to PsyTalk. To promote the sharing of opportunities,
the Division also took to social media this year creating pages on
Facebook and LinkedIn, which were regularly updated by Executive
member, Dr Sherianne Kramer. The pages are frequently accessed
and have received positive feedback. Executive member, Dr Angelo
Fynn, also distributed the information on student networks. This has
served to heighten engagement with media – another core priority of
the PsySSA Strategic Plan.
The DRM was particularly active in organising symposia for the
2015 conference putting together four symposia that deal with
contemporary issues in psychology and are located at the nexus of
research and practice exemplifying the Congress theme of ‘Strength
in Unity’. Symposium 1 focuses on essential tools for research and
practice within the practitioner domain and emphasises the role
of research within all spheres of psychology but particularly within
private practice. Symposium 2 focuses on instrument development
and adaptation in South Africa which is a core function performed by
Research Psychologists without which psychological practice would
be crippled. Symposia 3 and 4 have information and communication
technology as the foci with symposium 3 highlighting the need
for psychology to play a more active role in ICT in education and
symposium 4 highlighting the role of ICT in research. Dylan Evan’s
presentation in Symposium 1 focuses on Ethical issues surrounding
the use of internet technologies by Psychologists in their practices.
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These symposia provide a greater practitioner focus to our work.
Aside from the contributions the DRM Executive makes to and on
behalf of PsySSA, the members are also actively involved in research
and advocacy. They have published in excess of 15 publications in
books, conference proceedings and journals. Jointly this year, the
Executive members have presented over 20 workshops on aspects
of research, publishing and career mentoring. Dr Kramer provided a
number of practice-based workshops on community conversations
as a tool for mediating political conflict in communities. These
applied workshops were presented to the UNISA Institute for
Dispute Resolution in Africa (IDRA) as a means to assist the Institute
in taking this method forward into the communities that they work
in. Dr Fynn has been presenting a series of research mentoring
workshops to help students get from concept to congress with their
research ideas, as well as workshops on the practical applications of
research methods to students at various institutions. Prof Laher has
been assisting students with converting their research reports into
publications and has presented several workshops in this regard.
Prof Laher has also presented workshops on statistical analyses for
applied research. Prof Vanessa Scherman presented a workshop on
designing quantitative research instruments at the Southern African
Psychology Students Conference. During the workshop students
were provided with the opportunity to apply the theory that was
given. Ms Lynn Hendricks has been actively involved in advocacy
on Street People and homelessness, doing intensive policy analysis
and redrafting of the street people policy and other standard
operating procedures within the City directorate in Cape Town. Most
recently she assisted on two audits of the number of homeless within
Cape Town. She has also been involved in projects on profiling of
homeless persons living in Cape Town. Ms Hendricks has mentored
several Honours and Masters students with proposals for research
and assistance with media releases of their research.
The DRM hopes to have another productive year in 2016 and hopes
to meet all members at the DRM AGM, which will be taking place
on Friday, 17 September at 13:15. Members at the 2013 and 2014
AGMs were instrumental in setting the agenda for the Divisions
activities this year. Let’s do it again for 2016!

Divisions

Forum of African Psychology (FAP)
While no report was submitted,
Mr Wilson Makgahlela did submit
the following as a record of
Divisional activities for 2014/5.
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Vice Chair - Mr Mpsanyana Wilson
Makgahlela
Secretary and Coordinator Limpopo
Province - Mrs Mandu Selepe
Treasurer - Dr Thandeka Moloi
Coordinator Western Cape - Dr Wahbie
Long
Coordinator North West - Ms Zininzi
Bomoyi
Additional member:
Prof Tholene Sodi

Workshops: Two were organised, one in Limpopo and the other in
the Gauteng Province:
• Limpopo: Ethical dilemma in counselling people of African
Ancestry. Presenters: Dr Lesiba Baloyi and Mr Wilson Makgahlela
• Gauteng: Ubuntu talk: A response to the Xenophobic attacks in
South Africa. Presenter: M Letseka.
Website: We are in a progress of face-lifting our website, primarily for
ease of disseminating information and marketing purposes.
Congress: The Division will be running two symposia during the
upcoming PsySSA Congress. The two symposia on African psychology
espouse a variety of traditional African conceptualisations, thoughts
and applications to different psychological conditions.
The FAP congress is planned for 2016-2017.
Other:
• The KZN branch rolled out a support programme during the
xenophobic attacks to the victims at the Isipingo camp.
• The students from the University of Limpopo managed to relaunch their Division on 25 April 2015.
• Furthermore, the Student Division managed to register with the
Student Governance at the University of Limpopo, hence the
Division’s re-launch was subsidised.

Divisions

Psychology in Public Service (PiPS)
‘Serving the public with dignity, loyalty and pride’

Chair - Ms Nishola Rawatlal
Vice Chair - Dr Jan Fouche
Secretary - Ms Dorothy Calata-Dombo
Treasurer - Ms Lillian Ramathibela
Additional members:
Mr Tebogo Fafudi
Ms Andiswa Mankayi
Mr Bruce Phillips

The Division for Psychology in Public Service (PiPS) was launched
at the 2013 PsySSA Congress. Established as the Division for
Psychology Professionals in Public Service (DPPPS), the name was
later changed to PiPS. At the launch of PiPS our elected Chairperson
was Mr Tebogo Brian Fafudi. Due to other commitments at PsySSA,
Mr Fafudi took on the role as an Additional Member and Ms Nishola
Rawatlal then took over the role of Chair.
Our Division encompasses all psychology professionals (including
psychologists from all registration categories, psychometrists,
registered counsellors, community service psychologists and intern
psychologists), from all government departments across all nine
provinces. Psychology professionals working in the public sector
provide services to all communities. As dedicated and committed
public servants who are also in a position to advocate for the people
we serve, our work is very rewarding. As a profession within the public
sector we face a variety of service provision challenges that affect
service delivery, such as availability of appropriate infrastructure,
equipment and human resources. Thus an aim of our division is
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to address challenges that affect professional psychology service
delivery that impairs our ability to provide services in line with best
practice standards. Further to this, our Division also aims to be the
voice for psychology in public service when advocating for issues
such as conditions of service challenges etc.
In line with our aims as a Division we have embarked on a research
initiative to collect data on challenges and issues experienced by
psychology professionals within the public sector. The project is
ongoing and is being conducted by our Division (led by the outgoing
Deputy Chair, Dr Fouche) in collaboration with Prof May from UNISA.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is being finalised between
PiPS and UNISA. A pilot study is being conducted currently, which
will give direction to the larger research project spanning over a
number of years.
The results of the pilot study will be presented by Dr Fouche and Prof
May at the 2015 PsySSA Annual Congress. Dr Fouche and Prof May,
as custodians of the PiPS UNISA research collaboration, will guide
this long-term project for the foreseeable future.
As a fledgling Division, the greatest challenge we have been faced
with is increasing our divisional membership. In order to promote
and advocate for our profession within public service we all need to
take a united stand. Joining the Division increases our strength and
will give us the power to be catalysts for change. Our Division thus
encourages all psychology professionals from all state departments
across the country to register as members of PiPS.
A priority over the last year was to increase membership within
the Division. Although this has been met with challenges, the
Division continues to push forward this process through efforts
by its Executive. An ongoing priority is to encourage membership
representation from the various psychology registration categories
(for example education, counselling, industrial and clinical) and also
from the different government departments (for example correctional
services, education, justice, health, etc.).
The outgoing Chair, Ms Nishola Rawatlal, was invited to the National
Workshop on the Review of the Minimum Age of Criminal Capacity
hosted by the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
(DoJCD) held on the 19 and 20 February 2015 in Pretoria. The
workshop made recommendations in a report submitted to Parliament
regarding minimum age of criminal capacity according to Section 8
of the Child Justice Act of 2008 which came into effect on 1st April
2010.
The 21st Annual PsySSA Congress from the 15 to 18 September
2015 will host the first PiPS Symposium. The Symposium is titled
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“Current progress of Psychology services in the public sector”.
Psychology in the public service has evolved substantially over the
years, including its contexts of practice, focus areas, and modes
of operation. However, public service psychology is also faced with
numerous challenges that have to be addressed if the country is to
meet the psychological and mental health needs of its people. These
include, inter alia, improvements in staffing, training and scientificallygrounded methods of practice. This Symposium aims to highlight
some of the issues affecting psychology in the public service, and
also examine some of the developments and approaches that need
to be considered in order to enhance the profile and effectiveness of
the profession in the public service.
Five expert psychology professionals will present on various aspects
of public service provision. The presenters and titles of presentations
include:
•
•
•
•
•

“Clinical psychology services - Status and challenges” - Prof BJ
Pillay
“Forensic psychological examinations in public hospitals” - Prof
A Pillay
“Psychological Services in the SAPS”- Col LT Northnagel
“Innovation, Change and Organisational Development within the
discipline of Psychology” - Dr JB Fouche and Prof MS May
“Creating awareness of the scope of practice of Registered
Counsellors: Enhancing employability and efficacy” - Dr D
Elkonin.

The Division would like to encourage all public servant psychology
professionals to show their support by attending our Symposium.
The Division’s Annual General Meeting will be held at the 2015
PsySSA Congress on Friday, 18 September. All psychology
professionals from all government departments are eagerly invited to
attend. Being an election year, a new PiPS Executive will be elected.
You are requested to make nominations for eligible public servant
psychology professionals to serve on the Executive Committee to
carry our Division’s mandate forward over the next two years.
Going forward our Division envisages to make use of social media
platforms to promote and advertise the Division in order to increase
membership. Upon handover to the new Executive, recommendations
will be made regarding the way forward in terms of growing the
Division. This we believe is the first step towards unifying psychology
professionals in the public sector and making our voices heard.
We would like to thank all members for their support thus far and we
welcome ideas from eager public servants who would like to serve
the PiPS Division.
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Divisions

Sexuality and Gender (SGD) Division
‘From the margins to mainstream’

Chair - Prof Carien Lubbe-De Beer
Vice Chair - Prof Floretta Boonzaier
Secretary - Mr Pierre Brouard
Treasurer - Mr Niel Victor
Additional members:
Mr Khonzi Mbatha
Prof Juan Nel

The Sexuality and Gender Division
(SGD) was formally launched at the
20th PsySSA Congress in 2014. Initiated
by Profs Juan Nel and Carien LubbeDe Beer and in the making since
2004, highlights of the Division to date
include firstly the establishment of the
Division itself, from a small expression
of interest, to the forming of an Interest
group that ultimately resulted in a fullyfledged Division. Secondly, the large annual number of Congress
presentations since 2009 – in fact more than any other PsySSA
Division and/ or field of application - culminating in high visibility.
Thirdly, securing substantial international funding to support the
activities of the Division – the only Division to do so in the history
of PsySSA and lastly, publishing a PsySSA Position Statement – a
first for the Society - for psychological professionals working with
sexually and gender diverse people.
The most significant challenges for the Division since its formation
have been solidifying paid-up membership, and providing
meaningful benefits for members. In addition, some members of the
SGD Executive resigned during their term, resulting in an additional
work load for those that remained.

First meeting of the PsySSA LGBTI Human
Rights project team, held in Cape Town in
February 2015
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An overview of this year’s achievements centres around three main
areas. The first being the 20th Anniversary PsySSA Congress,
Durban, South Africa, September 16-19, 2014. We hosted 46 paperbased presentations, 2 poster sessions and 3 symposia, as well as
a film screening and round table discussion. In addition, we had a
pop-up banner on display regarding the Division and also produced
a brochure for Congress containing all sexuality and gender-related
offerings. Four presenters from beyond Southern Africa we invited
and sponsored (Tanzania, Nigeria, Cameroun). One of our members,
Lusajo Kajula, from Tanzania was elected to serve on the Executive
Committee of the Pan-African Psychology Union (PAPU) which was
launched at Congress. Furthermore, the SGD received an award
at the PsySSA AGM for Most Improved Division. The second main
achievement is the delivering of SGD workshops on sexual and
gender diversity to Master’s students in Clinical, Counselling and
Educational Psychology at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, UNISA
and the University of Pretoria (UP) in May and September 2015 (Niel
Victor, Delene van Dyk, Suntosh Pillay and Chris/tine McLachlan).
Thirdly, this is year two of the three year project of the Arcus-funded
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PsySSA African LGBTI Human Rights Project with its main goals:
(a) Increased scientific content on sexuality and gender diversity
(b) Presentations of workshops to disseminate the PsySSA Sexual
and Gender Diversity Position Statement, and
(c) Establishment of a working group tasked with development
of practice guidelines for psychological professionals working
with sexual and gender diverse people.
Numerous other activities were conducted this year. Firstly, there is
a continuation of PsySSA’s role as amicus curiae in the hate speech
case against Mr Jon Qwelane, South Gauteng High Court (Prof Juan
Nel as expert witness). Secondly, continued active involvement in
the International Psychology Network for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Intersex Issues (IPsyNet) (Niel Victor, Juan Nel and
Carien Lubbe-De Beer). Thirdly, involvement in The Other Foundation/
HSRC project to develop a nationally representative public data set
of social attitudes in South Africa relating to non-normative sexualities
and gender identities (Niel Victor). Fourthly, provision of two expert
opinions on gender reassignment surgery, among others, for The
Legal Resources Centre for inclusion in medical aid schedules
(Chris/tine McLachlan, member of the PsySSA African LGBTI Human
Rights Project). Fifthly, Pierre Brouard, secretariat of the SGD and
co-director of the UP Centre for Sexualities, AIDS and Gender was
involved in numerous activities, to mention only a few: a) A Dutch
NGO (COC) funded initiative to develop a peer educator manual for
the Southern African context (3-5 November 2014), b) Conference
of the Association for the Social Sciences and Humanities in HIV
(ASSHH) in Stellenbosch (6-9 July 2015), c) Workshop for the UP
Student Support unit on Sexualities, Gender and HIV (27 March
2015) and d) NRF grant: Public lecture titled, The Uncontrollable
Messiness of Sexuality: Intersections and Tensions between Law,
Culture and Religion in Africa, by Ugandan Professor Sylvia Tamale
(UP, March 2015).
Key publications by members of the Executive entail the Report
of The Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf): “Diversity in
Human Sexuality: Implications for Policy in Africa” (Panellist Juan
Nel), June 2015; Dal-Bianco, C. (2015). “Societies need to let go of
hetero-normative assumptions”, Interview with South African scholar
Carien Lubbe-De Beer on same-sex families. Frauensolidarität/
Women´s Solidarity, 2: 11-12; and Zway, M. & Boonzaier, F. (2015).
“I believe that being a lesbian is not a curse”: Young black lesbian
women representing their identities through photovoice. Agenda:
Empowering women for gender equity. More publications from 2014
can be found on the PsySSA website.
In terms of the SGD’s operationalising of the 2014-2018 PsySSA
Strategic Plan, we invited key NGOs in Gauteng (namely OUT
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LGBT Well-Being and GALA) to present the essence of their work
at the 21st PsySSA Congress, thus enhancing the visibility of strong
networks. We strive to add greater practitioner focus to our work
as many of our current members are based in contexts outside
higher education institutions, and through networking and e-list
communication we continuously strive to engage with practitioners,
as well as other mental health-related disciplines. Media engagement
is evident in Pierre Brouard’s PsySSA Thought Leader piece (May
2015) in honour of the International Day Against Homophobia and
Transphobia, as well as Suntosh Pillay, member of the PsySSA
African LGBTI Human Rights Project, and coordinator of the PsySSA
Thought Leader project, also contributed a piece on 18 Feb 2015
(www.thoughtleader.co.za/psyssa).
As we are a small team, I would like to commend each and every
member that actively played their part. The SGD Executive Committee
is truly a structure where the whole is larger and stronger than the
sum of the parts. Our new Secretariat, Pierre Brouard, has maintained
high visibility in distributing relevant news in a timely manner and by
disseminating interesting and though provoking articles.
Going forward, one of the first priorities for the new Executive will
be to formulate a strategic plan, in order to proactively encapsulate
what the Division offers its membership, as well as to determine
how to serve the broader psychological community. Visibility in
social media is also on the agenda. Although current capacity is
limited, we envision that utilising social media might enhance the
visibility and improved communication of the Division further. A
strong emphasis will be the continued dissemination of the sexual
and gender diversity position statement, as well as the publication of
related practice guidelines. The sourcing of further external funding
is also a high priority

Divisions

South African Society of Clinical
Hypnosis (SASCH)
‘Utilising the power of the mind with clinical hypnotherapy!’

Chair - Dr Cecile Gericke
President Elect - Mr Darryn Costello
Vice Chair - Ms Karin Steyn
Secretary - Ms Annelet Liebenberg
Treasurer - Dr Susan Roets
Ethics - Dr Louise Olivier
Social Media - Ms Estelle Crause
Emerging Psychologist / Webmaster/
Ms Jané Bekker
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The history of the South African Society of
Clinical Hypnosis (SASCH) stretches back
as far as the 1970’s, but it was in 1991 that
Dr Louise Olivier, as Chair, Dr Jules Leeb,
as Vice-chair, Dr Trevor Modlin and the
late Dr Simon Roos formally established
the Society, as it is known today. Initially
between three and four training sessions
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were held annually up until the early 2000’s when Elise and Kevin
Fourie took over leadership. Dr Ian Opperman took the Chair in 2005
with a focus predominantly set on training, which gave SASCH a
boost in both membership and activities. Dr Cecile Gericke was
co-opted on the Executive Committee of the time and created
workshops, which differ from training courses, as the topics are more
generalised in nature, dedicated to various streams and cater to
different levels of expertise. Dr Gericke took over from Dr Opperman
as Chair in September 2009 and has been serving as workshop- and
training co-ordinator, as well as membership manager since then.
Under her leadership SASCH averages six training sessions and
four workshops yearly.
To date SASCH’s most significant challenges have revolved around
obtaining and retaining members: Clinical Hypnotherapy is such an
incredibly specialised field and requires lengthy training and a great
deal of dedication and funds. In the early 2000’s SASCH faced a very
real chance of closing down, as membership and activities were at
an all-time low. This then leads us to our greatest achievement to
date, in that since 2005 the Society has managed to not only gain
members and regain some esteem, but is now one of the most active
divisions in PsySSA, despite being one of the smallest Divisions in
membership numbers.
The Executive Committee has focused actively on expanding our
digital presence in the virtual world, to not only keep current members
informed and enticed, but mainly to lure the younger generation of
therapists. As part of this complete revamp SASCH formed a Social
Media team in November 2014, consisting of Darryn Costello, Estelle
Crause and Jané Bekker. The website was re-designed and taken
in-house to be managed by our emerging psychologist member,
Jané Bekker, making it easier and more cost effective to keep the
website content fresh and unique. The Social Media team runs
monthly campaigns on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Pinterest with
cutting edge information applicable to the field of Hypnotherapy and
psychology, as well as adverts and reminders of upcoming events.
This approach is working as we’ve seen a rise in younger
psychologists and a diversity of cultures attending workshops and
becoming aware of the power and possibilities of Hypnotherapeutic
tools. This PsySSA strategic priority has been beneficial in creating
a heightened profile and constant visibility for both SASCH and
PsySSA.
Our Committee has monthly meetings, both in person and via
teleconferences, while the Social Media team meets separately
every three months to plan and evaluate progress.
Since September 2014 SASCH has hosted three workshops, which
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not only present an opportunity to serve existing members, but
mainly to invite and engage other PsySSA psychologists to sharpen
their skills and acquire a few new ones:
•

•

•

The DSM 5 workshop took place on the 8th of November 2014.
This extensive workshop by Prof Alban Burke dealt with the new
classification system, what changed, what stayed the same, and
the latest research that lead to the latest DSM offering.
Brain Recursive Therapy was held on the 7th& 8th of March
2015. 43 Psychologists from around South Africa attended
this two day course with Mr Rafiq Lockhat teaching the theory
behind changing patterns of thought, and had the opportunity to
see it at work during many practical sessions as well as videos
of actual clients.
Our most recent workshop on Grief & Loss was held on the
6th of June 2015. Dr Cecile Gericke (an Eclectic approach),
Dr Connie Valkan (a Jewish perspective), Dr Susan Kriegler
(Medical Hypnoanalysis), Ms Karin Steyn interviewing a
Buddhist teacher on a Buddhist perspective, Ms Pravilla
Naicker (a Hindu perspective), Ms Mapule Rashefola (an African
cultural perspective) and Safiya Bobat (an Islamic perspective)
enlightened 38 Psychologists on approaching grief and loss
from multiple perspectives and modalities.

Keeping in line with PsySSA’s priority of a greater practitioner focus
to our work, SASCH presented the following training courses:
•
•
•
•

Ego State Hypnotherapy (18-19, and 25-26 October 2014),
presented by Dr Louise Olivier.
Advanced Medical Hypnotherapy (28 November - 1 December
2014), presented by Mr Jeffrey Rink
Elementary Hypnotherapy training (14–15 and 21-22 February
2015), presented by Prof Kobus Maree
Advanced Ericksonian Hypnotherapy (16-17, and 23-24 May
2015), presented by Prof Kobus Maree.

As part of our community outreach projects, SASCH has presented
three outreach events in 2015. These were presented by Annelet
Liebenberg, Henk Mostert and Karen Steyn. In March we gave the
University of Johannesburg an introduction to Clinical Hypnotherapy
and taught on Using visualisation & bodily sensations at the Epworth
Children’s Village, as well as at Grantley College (remedial school)
in May 2015.
Armed with a dynamic, young committee, SASCH is set to have
groomed leaders for years to come who can present new and
relevant training sessions, as well as innovative, world-class
workshops on enticing and enriching modules. SASCH plans to
continue training high quality clinical hypnotherapists, to continue
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engaging the emerging psychologists from honours level to build
future membership, and continue to reach out into the community.
With our President Elect, Darryn Costello, at the helm, the following
year promises to be fantastic.

Divisions
Acting Chair - Ms Annindita Hoque
(April 2015 - Sept 2015)
Additional Members:
Mr Hennie Nel
Ms Cecilia Steenkamp

Divisions

Student Division
While no report was received, considerable progress has been made
in recent months to reconstitute this important Division. In the first
instance, the Student Division will be holding an AGM at this year’s
Congress where an Executive Committee will be formally elected.
In the interim, the Acting Executive Committee, with the assistance
of the PsySSA Office, has successfully submitted a Roundtable on
Radical student activism: the importance of psychology students’ role
and voice to Congress. Scheduled for 14.45–15.45 on Thursday, 17
September, this topical discussion promises to be most interesting.

The South African Association for
Counselling Psychology (SAACP)
‘Promoting the Actualisation of Human Potential’

Chair - Ms Neo Pule
Vice Chair - Dr Solomon Makola
Secretary - Ms Candice McCain
Additional Members:
Ms Lucinda Johns
Dr Anand Chetty
Ms Vicky Malefo

Known as one of the oldest psychologists’ groupings, the South
African Association for Counselling Psychology, also known as the
Counselling Division of PsySSA, is pleased to present this 2014/2015
Annual Report.
Since the resuscitation of the SAACP in 2008, we are proud to
announce our robust contribution to a bumper 21st PsySSA Congress
in September 2015. The SAACP will be hosting a Roundtable on
Transforming Psychology, as well as a Symposium on ‘Strength in
Unity’. In addition, our AGM will include elections this year, as well as
the Celebrating Counselling Psychology awards and a book launch.
With courage, and a positive attitude and spirit, we continue to cause
a paradigm shift regarding the image of SAACP. As the outgoing
Chair, and having served for two terms in this role (thus a total of four
years), I have confidence in the progressive and prosperous future of
SAACP. As a Counselling Psychologist, I am proud of be associated
with the Division and hope to inspire Counselling Psychologists to
take ownership of a structure that is concerned with their specific
interests.
Proving ‘Strength in Unity’, the SAACP has had collaborative initiatives
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with two other Divisions in the previous year. The Student Division
was invited by the SAACP to collaborate with them at the University
of Pretoria (UP)’s Student Counselling Mental Health Awareness stall.
The aim of the event was to raise awareness about mental health on
the campus, orientate students in terms of where to find help and
also promote the visibility goal of PsySSA. While SAACP was invited
by UP’s Student Counselling Unit to participate in the event, it proved
to be quite strategic to appear as PsySSA on a student peer level.
Secondly, the SAACP has collaborated with the Psychometrists and
Registered Counsellors Division on an advocacy initiative. The priority
of this initiative is to protect the scope of profession of psychology in
a united effort. We realise the need to educate and encourage other
professionals and sectors to appreciate the contribution of psychology
in the workplace and in society in general. Our aggressive approach
is motivated by our commitment to psychology professionals as our
membership, in an endeavour to protect their interests in terms of
their professional offering. This particular initiative concerns issues
of EAP offerings within government.
The SAACP has seriously considered its position on transformation
in South Africa and particularly in psychology. Issues pertaining
to training of psychology professionals, as in what we teach in
the classroom; selection, and who is getting the opportunities; not
forgetting our relevance in practice, also referring to our intervention
approaches, have been in the forefront. Given our scope of practice,
Counselling Psychologists have one of the highest chances to
participate in interventions that relate to day- to-day issues. This
can imply the necessity to have been in touch with the effects of
transformation and its effects on these day-to-day issues. The SAACP
therefore has taken the initiate to draft a statement on transformation;
as a stance that Counselling Psychology is taking in considering its
relevance to the betterment and well-being of South Africa.
Given that we are in the second of five years of operationalising the
2014-2018 PsySSA Strategic Plan, SAACP has contributed to the
PsySSA strategic priorities for 2014/5 in the following ways:
•

Improved stakeholder engagement

•

A greater practitioner focus to our work

The opportunity that we have taken in 2014 to start a Celebrating
	Counselling Psychologists is continuing in 2015. This is a vehicle
for us to improve stakeholder engagement. This project helps 		
us to keep in touch with what our members are doing in developing
and also advancing communities and individuals. Our motto: 		
Promoting the actualisation of human potential, is central to this effort.
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The focus on finalising a statement on transformation provides us
the opportunity to participate in a greater practitioner focus to our
work. When we understand our appropriate position regarding the
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macro expectations on our profession, we are better able to situate
ourselves more effectively and efficiently in terms of service. 		
In addition, the discussion that we have been part of in terms of the
mentioned advocacy role has advanced our contribution to practice
work.

•

Good governance

In terms of good governance, we have prioritised to make use of the
links that we have with the PsySSA Executive. This has sharpened
our focus in terms of up-scaling our administration. We have also coopted an additional member who has been able to advance 		
our position from an administration perspective.

It is my recommendation that the incoming Committee needs
to prioritise the increase of membership which in turn means to
strengthen the efforts to create a positive image of SAACP. We have
spoken of reviving and I believe now the time is ripe to move forward
with that. I wish the incoming Committee members all the best and
I encourage them to take up their position with enthusiasm. We, as
Counselling Psychologists, have an amazing opportunity, particularly
through our scope of practice, to make a meaningful impact within
the South African society.
This has been a privilege for me. I exit by saying: You never know
your limits until you push them. May you be blessed. Kelebogile.

Divisions
Chair - Mr Brian Tebogo Fafudi
Vice Chair - Mr Elias Makwe
Secretary - Mr Karl Swain
Treasurer - Ms Nishola Rawatlal
Additional Members:
Ms Joy Nkuna Gloria PilaNemutandani
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The South African Society for Clinical
Psychology (SASCP)
“Where there is unity there is always Victory” – Publilius Syrus
The South African Society for
Clinical Psychology (SASCP) is
the oldest divisional structure
of the Psychological Society
of South Africa (PsySSA).
It remains the largest and
most well-established Society
with an increasing number
of student and practitioner enrolments. Since its foundation it has
stood to represent the interests of all Clinical Psychologists in the
country, in a range of arenas such as in business, private practice,
academia and the public sector. To date, it continues to carry out
this mandate under the leadership of its long-standing member, Mr.
Brian Tebogo Fafudi, previously the Vice Chairperson (2013/2014).
Mr Fafudi assumed the leadership from the capable of hands of Dr
Emmanuel Tlou, following his resignation, and after suggestions
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by the existing Executive Committee members, and ratified by the
SASCP membership at the 2014 Annual General Meeting.
Congruent with one of the PsySSA strategic objectives of improved
stakeholder engagement, in our efforts to unify the interests of all
Clinical Psychologists in the country, SASCP have formalised
relationships with other interest groups, such as the Clinical
Psychology Forum. SASCP continues to work together on matters
of common interest that affect the practice of Clinical Psychology
in South Africa. This is also in line with the theme of the 21st South
African Psychology Congress, Strength in Unity. Such unity cannot
be taken for granted as it seeks to bring together, rather than to
divide, the Clinical Psychology fraternity, which remains one of the
toughest tasks to date.
Other important professional matters, such as scope of practice,
are being addressed through PsySSA, with the Professional Board
for Psychology of the Health Professions Council of South Africa
(HPCSA). SASCP is sympathetic to the ongoing discussions
regarding the updating of the scope of practice, particularly for
Clinical- and Educational Psychologists.
SASCP was also represented by the Chairperson on 10 February 2015,
upon invitation from the Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development (DoJCD) to discuss proposals on categories of
persons competent to conduct evaluations of the criminal capacity
of children in terms of the Child Justice Act, 2008. On 19 February
2015, Mr Fafudi and Ms Nishola Rawatlal were invited by the same
Department to participate in the National Workshop on the Review
of the Minimum Age of Criminal Capacity. This was in preparation
for the submission of the report to Parliament as contemplated by
Section 8 of the Child Justice Act, 2008 (Act 75 of 2008). SASCP
has also made a concerted effort to make and keep contact with the
Branches of PsySSA so that logistical matters are made easier when
necessary. Inter-Divisional communications have also been useful.
Since the start of the new calendar year (2014/2015), SASCP has
been very busy setting up various CEU activities for its members and
fellow colleagues:
•

•
•
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A successful workshop on Brain Working Recursive Therapy
(BWRT) was held in Durban on 8-9 November 2014, presented
by well-known Clinical Psychologist, Rafiq Lockhat. SASCP is in
continuous communications with Mr Lockhat to set up additional
workshops in other parts of the country.
On 29 November 2014, the Society, in conjunction with the
Limpopo Branch of PsySSA, co-hosted another well-attended
workshop on the Role of Psychology in the Child Justice Act.
Professor Saths Cooper, President of the International Union
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•

of Psychological Science, also presented a workshop entitled
Ethics in Clinical Practice, in Durban on 29 May 2015, for
which six ethics CEU points were accredited. A series of these
workshops are being planned in other areas of the country,
based on demand and subscription.
SASCP is also currently negotiating with the Division of
Neuropsychology and Forensic Psychology, to conduct
workshops in the country on introductory forensic assessments,
as well as neuropsychological assessment training.

SASCP members are encouraged to make suggestions to the
Secretary, Karl Swain, regarding future workshops in their various
provinces that they would like to see hosted. We would like to
sincerely thank all our members for their continued support of the
Division.
SASCP Chairperson, Tebogo Fafudi, and Secretary, Karl Swain, also
attended a networking dinner on 20 April 2015 hosted by PsySSA with
the International Union of Psychological Science (IUPsyS). Guests
discussed various potential collaborative projects, both locally and
internationally, and important contacts were forged.
Our members are requested to attend and participate fully in our
clinical paper presentations slots during the 21st Annual Congress
from 15-18 September 2015 and encouraged to attend the AGM on
the 17th September 2015 (13h15-14h45).
In line with PsySSA strategic priorities for 2014/15 with regards to
media engagement (visibility) and improved communication, SASCP
has also started making use of social media platforms and updated
its website (which requires further updating). The Division has also
rebranded itself and makes use of branded communications to
improve visibility. The current Executive Committee has obtained
administration rights over the South African Society for Clinical
Psychology Facebook page, which was being managed by
previous Executive Committee members. A Twitter account has also
been opened and is being utilised when appropriate. SASCP has
also sought to have improved communication to its members by
circulating information to its members via email, over and above, the
traditional PsySSA communications.
The Division has really endeavoured to improve its governance
structure, harmonising with PsySSA’s strategic priority of good
governance. This has been initiated through constant email
communication amongst the Executive Committee, as well as
scheduled monthly Skype teleconferencing, which has proved to be
beneficial to the smooth running of the Division.
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Branches
For reasons that are not yet fully apparent, Branches of the Society
have dwindled over the last years. Conducting a related investigation
and/ or needs assessment in the foreseeable future may, indeed,
serve the Society well.
There are currently three Branches with concerted attempts underway
to launch at least two new Branches in the foreseeable future, that
is, a Free State Branch to be hosted by the University of the Free
State Department of Psychology, and an Eastern Cape Branch, to
be hosted by the Department of Psychology at the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University (NMMU).
Criteria applied:
Committee constituted; meetings held and related documents submitted; meetings attended
(Council); PsyTalk submissions; website; regular
communication with members; hosting CPD
activities; other activities

Branches
Chair - Mr Karl Swain
Vice Chair - Mr Suntosh Pillay
Secretary - Ms Kirsten Clark
Treasurer - Dr Caroll Herman
Additional Members:
Ms Lucinda Johns
Ms Lindelwa Mkize
Dr Thirusha Naidu

Branches
(Activity levels: Sept 2014 – Sept 2015 )

Active

Moderately active
•

KZN

Inactive
•
•

Western Cape
Limpopo

KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Branch
Karl Swain officially took over as Chairperson of the PsySSA KZN
Branch in March 2015 from Thirusha Naidu. The KwaZulu-Natal
Branch of PsySSA has also extended its Executive Committee in order
to expand its capacity. The initial objectives of the new Executive
Committee are to work on various projects to increase the visibility
of PsySSA and the frequency of its CEU actives. In line with one
of PsySSA’s slogans, ‘strength in unity’, it is vital that collaborative
activities are pursued. Congruent with one of the PsySSA strategic
objectives of improved stakeholder engagement, the KZN Branch is
currently working with affiliating the Durban Practising Psychologists
Group (DPPG) to PsySSA. We are also wanting to extend this
network, so that we reach further afield than the traditional Durban
base. To this end, it is important that the Branch now has Executive
Committee colleagues up the North coast, and also inland, who
will be vital in networking in these areas, and perhaps creating
sub-branches subsumed within this Branch. The Branch is also
investigating opportunities that technology allows for us to expand
through the use of potential teleconferencing activities from Durban
to the North Coast (and elsewhere) and vice-versa.
In line with PsySSA strategic priorities for 2014/15 with regards
to media enagagment (visibility) and improved communciation,
PsySSA KZN Branch will be making use of social media platforms
and is in the process of creating its own website. The Branch also
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plans to brand itself and make use of branded communciations to
improve visibility. The Branch has really endeavoured to improve its
governance structure, harmonising with PsySSA’s strategic priority
of good governance. This has been initiated through constant
email communciation amongst the Executive Committee, as well as
planned monthly Skype teleconferencing.

KZN PsySSA EC Members and Speakers at the
inaugural Durban Mental Health Symposium

PsySSA KZN Executive Committee Members: Lindelwa Mkize; Lucinda Johns; Thirusha Naidu; Karl
Swain; Kirsten Clark; Suntosh Pillay

The KZN branch has been very active over the last few months, and
is also working toward potential collaborations and affiliations with
other groups in the province. One of the core goals of the Branch
is to extend beyond the traditional Durban base of psychologists,
with aims of reaching various other groupings and collaborating with
these associations in Zululand, Pietermaritzburg, and other parts
of the province. The Branch remains committed to its constitutional
duty of assisting in the coordination of the activities of Divisions in
the KZN province.
On 28 March 2015, the KZN branch, in collaboration with Durban
Practising Psychologists Group (DPPG) hosted a well-attended
workshop, entitled, “Child sexual and physical abuse, human
trafficking and working with sexual abuse survivors”. Prof Susan
Kreston and Prof Steve Collings presented and facilitated this
workshop. Prof Susan Kreston is a legal and human rights consultant
to many national governments, with a focus on issues of crimes
against children and gender based violence. She is an expert on
criminal law, domestic violence, child abuse and child trafficking
Prof Kreston is a Fulbright Scholar in South Africa and has been
the Deputy Director of the National Center for Prosecution of
Child Abuse where she headed the Child Abduction and Sexual
Exploitation Unit and a trial attorney in the Sex Crimes division in
the New Orleans District Attorney’s Office. Prof Steven Collings is a
well-known Durban based Clinical Psychologist and Lecturer at the
UKZN Psychology Department, and the former Head of Psychology
at UKZN. His research focuses on the psychological effects of
interpersonal violence, with specific reference to the impact of
chronic developmental trauma. Prof Collings is regarded as an
expert in child abuse and has presented at many internationally
conferences.
The KZN branch also assisted in coordinating an Ethics Workshop
with the Clinical Division (South African Society for Clinical
Psychology – SASCP), that was run by Prof Saths Cooper, President
of the International Union of Psychological Science, in Durban on 16
May 2015.
A further workshop on Brain Working Recursive Therapy is being
planned for 2015 and details are presently being finalised and will
be distributed. This workshop will be run by well-known Cape Town
Clinical Psychologist, Mr Rafiq Lockhat. For more information on this
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exciting therapeutic tool, see: http://www.bwrt.org/.
The KZN Branch, following the PsySSA Presidential Roadshows
earlier in 2015, has also facilitated the creation of the Student Society
of Psychology (SSP) of the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, which has
commenced with various community outreach initiatives and career
days.
The KZN Branch was very proud to co-host the inaugural
multidisciplinary Durban Mental Health Symposium to commemorate
Mental Health Awareness Month at King Dinuzulu Hospital Complex’s
(KDHC) Psychiatry Department. Dr Suviral Ramlall, Head of Unit,
Department of Psychiatry, KDHC said; “July being the mental health
month was the official reason for us to host a meeting of mental health
minds”. According to Ramlall, mental health has for far too long been
the “Cinderella of South Africa’s healthcare system even though it
is well known that there can be no health without mental health.”
The Symposium had a number of presenters who gave interesting
presentations on a variety of topics. The topics were as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

Branches

Dignity in communication - Prof Kitty Uys, Head of Department,
Occupational Therapy, UKZN
Are women sicker than men? Women and mental health - Dr Devi
Rajab, Counselling/Educational Psychologist & writer
Living in an HIV Serodiscordant relationship – Dr Sibongile
Mashaphu, Specialist Psychiatrist and Lecturer
Who decides? Practitioner-service user perspectives - Mandy
Smith, Specialist Psychiatric Nurse, School of Nursing and
Public Health, UKZN and Mrs Ann D’Unienville, mental health
service user
Launch of the DURBAN MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY GROUP

Limpopo Branch
Chair

: Ms Dorothy Calata-Dombo

No report submitted.

Branches

Western Cape Branch
Chair

: Mr Rashid Ahmed

No report submitted.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA
FOR THE 6 MONTH PERIOD ENDING 30 JUNE 2015
THE SOCIETY’S FINANCES
AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

PsySSA Management Account at 30 June 2015
6 Months Ended
30/06/2015
2015
R

Year Ended
31/12/2014
2014
R

ASSETS
NON CURRENT ASSETS
8 159

10 100

CURRENT ASSETS

3 559 429

3 428 414

Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

48 995
3 510 434

118 685
3 309 729

TOTAL ASSETS

3 567 588

3 438 514

3 319 200

3 308 803

248 388

129 711

3 567 588

3 438 514

Property, plant and equipment

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Retained earnings

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

…report continues on next page
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE FOR THE
PERIOD ENDED 30 JUNE 2015
6 Months Ended
30/06/2015
2015
R
INCOME

Year Ended
31/12/2014
2014
R

1 856 649

4 116 430

706 722
8 039
790 991
267 531
800
75 792
6 774

21 333
2 862 578
47 839
804 627
230 065
4 421
11 810
130 104
3 653

91 906

74 766

GROSS INCOME

1 948 555

4 191 196

EXPENDITURE

1 938 158

4 094 079

30 100
23 810
19 600
696 724
1 940
61 616
34 100
1 887
7 257
130 170
82 561
299 259
9 144
429 297
526
29 080
227
27 378
13 492
39 990

68 095
54 283
42 418
2 165 107
3 882
68 686
38 501
12 638
244 334
18 276
184 584
25 067
16 951
758 679
111 118
1 100
1 650
22 580
5 851
64 878
37 573
147 828

10 397

97 117

Arcus administration fee
Congress
CPD Accreditation
Membership fees received
Professional indemnity
Directory
PsyTalk
South African Journal of Psychology
Web Adverts
OTHER INCOME
Interest received

Auditors remuneration
Bank charges
Committee expenses
Congress expenses
Depreciation
Divisional and council meetings
Divisional payments
Go to meetings
Insurance
Lease rentals on operating lease
Presidential road show
Professional indemnity
PsyTalk
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries and honoraria
South African Journal of Psychology
Sponsorships
Staff training
Stationery, printing and postage
Subscriptions
Telephone and fax
Travel and accommodation
Website and systems administration
NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD

…report continues on next page
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HISTORICAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
YEAR

INCOME

EXPENDITURE

PROFIT / (LOSS)

2011

R

2 720 011

R

2 072 682

R

647 329

2012

R

1 909 583

R

1 394 146

R

515 437

2013

R

3 751 639

R

2 719 189

R

1 032 450

2014

R

4 191 196

R

4 094 079

R

97 117

2015 - forecast

R

4 401 320

R

4 408 199

R

(6 879.00)

Income

R 5 000 000
R 4 500 000
R 4 000 000
R 3 500 000
R 3 000 000
R 2 500 000
R 2 000 000
R 1 500 000
R 1 000 000
R 500 000
R2011

2012

2013

2014

2015 forecast

2014

2015 forecast

Year

Expenditure

R 5 000 000
R 4 500 000
R 4 000 000
R 3 500 000
R 3 000 000
R 2 500 000
R 2 000 000
R 1 500 000
R 1 000 000
R 500 000
R2011

2012
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2013

Year

REVENUE SOURCES AS A % OF TOTAL INCOME AS AT 30 JUNE 2015
%

R
-

Arcus administration fee

706 722

Congress

0.00%
36.27%

8 039

CPD Accreditation

0.41%

Membership fees received

790 991

40.59%

Professional indemnity

267 531

13.73%

Directory
PsyTalk
South African Journal of Psychology
Web Adverts
Interest received

-

0.00%

800

0.04%

75 792

3.89%

6 774

0.35%

91 906

4.72%

1 948 555

100.00%

Revenue sources as a % of Total Income as at 30 June 2015

0%

0% 0%

0%
Arcus administration fee

4%

Congress

14%
38%

CPD Accreditation
Membership fees received
Professional indemnity
Directory
PsyTalk

43%
1%

South African Journal of
Psychology
Web Adverts

…report continues on next page
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EXPENDITURE ALLOCATION AS A % OF TOTAL EXPENDITURE AS AT 30 JUNE
R

%

Auditors remuneration

30 100

1.55%

Bank charges

23 810

1.23%

Committee expenses

19 600

1.01%

696 724

35.95%

Congress expenses

1 940

0.10%

Divisional and council meetings

61 616

3.18%

Divisional payments

34 100

1.76%

1 887

0.10%

Depreciation

Go to meetings

7 257

0.37%

130 170

6.72%

Presidential road show

82 561

4.26%

Professional indemnity

299 259

15.44%

9 144

0.47%

-

0.00%

429 297

22.15%

526
-

0.03%
0.00%
0.00%

Stationery, printing and postage
Subscriptions

29 080
227

1.50%
0.01%

Telephone and fax

27 378

1.41%

Travel and accommodation

13 492

0.70%

Website and systems administration

39 990

2.06%

1 938 158

100.00%

Insurance
Lease rentals on operating lease

PsyTalk
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries and honoraria
South African Journal of Psychology
Sponsorships
Staff training

Expenditure allocation as a % of Total Expenditure as at 30 June 2015
1%

0%
2%
0%

2%

1%

1%

2%

0%

1%

0%
22%
36%
0%
0%
15%
4%

68 0%
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7%
0% 2%

0%

3%

Auditors remuneration
Bank charges
Committee expenses
Congress expenses
Depreciation
Divisional and council meetings
Divisional payments
Go to meetings
Insurance
Lease rentals on operating lease
Presidential road show
Professional indemnity
PsyTalk
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries and honoraria
South African Journal of Psychology
Sponsorships
Staff training
Stationery, printing and postage
Subscriptions
Telephone and fax
Travel and accommodation
Website and systems administration

YEAR END 2015 AND YEAR END 2016 BUDGET FORECAST
2014
Actual

2015
Forecast

2016
Forecast

Gross Income

4 191 195

4 582 865

4 903 666

Arcus administration fee
Congress
CPD Accreditation
Membership fees received
Professional indemnity
Directory
PsyTalk
South African Journal of Psychology
Web Adverts
Interest received

21 333
2 862 578
47 839
804 627
230 065
4 421
11 810
130 104
3 653
74 765

22 826
3 062 958
28 248
860 951
267 531
4 730
12 500
139 211
3 909
180 000

24 424
3 277 366
30 225
921 217
286 258
5 062
13 375
148 956
4 182
192 600

Expenditure

4 094 079

4 022 867

4 500 153

Auditors remuneration
Bank charges
Committee expenses
Congress expenses
Depreciation
Divisional and council meetings
Divisional payments
Go to meetings
Insurance
Lease rentals on operating lease
Presidential road show
Professional indemnity
PsyTalk
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries and honoraria
South African Journal of Psychology
Sponsorships
Staff training
Stationery, printing and postage
Subscriptions
Telephone and fax
Travel and accommodation
Website and systems administration

68 095
54 283
42 418
2 165 107
3 882
68 686
38 501
12 638
244 334
18 276
184 584
25 067
16 951
758 679
111 118
1 100
1 650
22 580
5 851
64 878
37 573
147 828

74 905
59 711
46 660
1 750 000
4 270
70 000
34 100
1 887
13 902
268 767
82 561
299 259
27 574
18 646
834 547
122 230
1 210
1 815
29 080
6 436
71 366
41 330
162 611

82 395
65 682
51 326
2 000 000
4 697
77 000
37 510
2 076
15 292
295 644
90 817
329 185
30 331
20 511
918 002
134 453
1 331
1 997
31 988
7 080
78 502
45 463
178 872

97 116

559 999

403 513

Net Profit

NOTES:
The forecast has been prepared on a conservative basis.
The forecast is calculated on the following assumptions:
- 7% escalation and historical averages for income, excluding income sources that have already exceeded the forecast.
- 10% escalation and historical averages for expenditure, excluding expense items that have already exceeded the forecast.

…end of report
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